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Research in Motorcycle Crashes
There are varying levels of depth for motorcycle
crash investigations. The least detailed crash investigation is the retrospective extraction of data
from police reports. This process occurs after the
fact and simply selects available data from police
investigation reports that may be of interest in
motorcycle safety: rider age, license qualification,
motorcycle size, insurance coverage, etc. Police
traffic collision reporting varies significantly between jurisdictions, which is a formidable obstacle
to meaningful state-to-state comparison (Winn,
1997, 1999).
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The most detailed level of investigation is the
multidisciplinary, on-scene, in-depth investigation
(OSIDI) such as the 1981 study of 900 motorcycle
crashes entitled, Motorcycle Accident Cause Factors
and Identification of Countermeasures (Hurt
Report). This study was sponsored by the U.S. Department of Transportation, National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration (DOT-NHTSA), and
conducted in Los Angeles by Harry Hurt of the
University of Southern California (USC). The Hurt
Report has been used both nationally and internationally as the best source of detailed motorcycle
crash data in the development of training, countermeasures, and related questions. Such studies
are rare, particularly for the broad spectrum of injury levels possible in motorcycle crashes. On-scene,
in-depth investigation provides a level of detailed
crash analysis far more valuable than less comprehensive investigations. The data variables that are
collected are summarized in Appendix B.
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ISSUE STATEMENT
Devising effective countermeasures requires
comprehensive research into current causes of
motorcycle crashes and defining the motorcycle
population at risk.

WHERE WE ARE
Motorcycle crash investigations have been carried out not only in the United States (Hurt, 1981)
but also in the United Kingdom (Pedder, 1979),
Canada (Newman, 1974), Germany, and other
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Introduction
“Safety is not the equivalent of risk-free.”
— United States Supreme Court, 1972
The mission of the National Agenda for Motorcycle Safety is to point the way to the most promising
avenues for future motorcycling safety efforts in the United States (U.S.). It seeks to do so by
incorporating information and ideas from a broad, multidisciplinary spectrum of stakeholders. This
document was created to provide guidance to those seeking to enhance motorcycling safety at the
national, state, and local levels. The authors sought to apply the most objective data available in
formulating recommendations. The group that created this agenda drew from a wide cross section of
interests and areas of expertise.
In an effort to maintain harmony among all groups holding a stake in motorcycle safety, this
document has consciously omitted specific legislative recommendations. This exclusion should not be
interpreted as support for or opposition to legislative initiatives.
The goal of the National Agenda for Motorcycle Safety is to enhance and improve motorcycle safety.
The National Agenda simply attempts to answer the question, “What are the most important issues in
improving motorcycle safety?” Unfortunately, the answers to this question are not at all clear. A lack of
research, caused by a paucity of mechanisms and funding devoted to studies of motorcycle safety, has
created a shortage of information about why motorcycles are crashing at the turn of the millennium.
Despite an upturn in motorcycle sales during the last decade, motorcycle crashes and fatalities
steadily declined during most of that period, but then increased again in 1998 and 1999 (NHTSA
Fatality Analysis Reporting System, 1999; see following page). The motorcycling community has
invested considerable time and effort to improve its safety record through initiatives such as increased
rider training and licensing campaigns. To the outside observer, this positive change may seem improbable, since motorcycles themselves have not fundamentally changed. Motorcycles continue to offer no
significant protection to their users in a crash, a fact that horrifies some people used to being enclosed
in a steel cage and cushioned by airbags. The very fact that a motorcycle at rest won’t remain upright
without its rider or some external method of support seems ominous to some.
Attempts to alter the perceived shortcomings of motorcycles with passive restraints, an enclosure for
the rider, or an additional wheel create problems of their own. Although such approaches might bear
fruit at some point in the future, successful efforts to continue improving motorcycling’s safety record
appear most likely to be those that focus on more established approaches, such as skills training,
incremental technological advances, rider behavior, and personal protective equipment.
However, that doesn’t mean that the motorcycling community is the only party capable of or
responsible for brightening the motorcycling safety picture. Some of the most promising avenues to
this goal exist outside of the motorcycling sector. The larger traffic safety community, highway
designers, law enforcement, the medical community, designers of other vehicles, government,
researchers working in related areas, insurers, and all road users can accomplish much more toward
improving motorcycle safety. The working group who prepared this agenda drew from many of those
communities to consider available methods of improving motorcycling safety. Small contributions in all
these areas and others appear to offer significant reductions in motorcycle crashes, injuries, and deaths.
In addition, the pursuit of motorcycle safety can assist personnel in other areas charged with
stemming crashes, injuries, or deaths caused by specific problems. An agency seeking to reduce drugand alcohol-related crashes, for example, may find that programs targeting impaired riders can be
very effective.
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The motorcycling community continues to have substantial opportunities to contribute. Motorcycle
rider training programs have been widely implemented to help reduce crash frequency, but they are still
underutilized and often lack support from the larger traffic safety community. A broader educational
approach, which provides motorcyclists with practical information outside of a formal training setting,
can also aid both new and experienced riders. Finally, the motorcycling community can further improve
its safety record simply by creating awareness of and interest in issues surrounding the subject, both
among motorcycle riders and the wider community.
The Technical Working Group (TWG) offers the National Agenda for Motorcycle Safety as a first step
along that road.

2

About the Organization of this Document
The TWG used the Haddon Matrix to organize the multitude of topics relevant to motorcycle safety.
The topics were divided into the four factor areas. In those instances where a topic fell into more than
one category, it was included where it was most relevant.
The Haddon Matrix allows categorization of the Pre-Crash, Crash, and Post-Crash groupings with
Human, Vehicle, Environmental, and Social factors as illustrated in the table below:

Terms in bold type, throughout this document, are defined in the glossary.
33

A Brief History of Motorcycling
1885
1903
1912
1914
1928
1939
1940
1945
1949
1949
1952
1953

1953
1955
1957
1958
1958
1958
1959
1962
1962
1965
1966
1966
1967
1969
1969
1970
1970
1970
1972
1973
1974
1974
1975
1975
1976
1977
1978
1980
1980
1981
1983

First motorcycle
Harley-Davidson Motor Company founded
First white lines on roads
First stop signal
First front-wheel brakes on Harley-Davidson motorcycles met with skepticism
First flashing turn signals
First sealed-beam headlights
198,000 motorcycles registered in the U.S.
Harley-Davidson fits hydraulic front suspension
Honda builds its first motorcycle
First hydraulic brakes on motorcycles
Patent for protective helmet issued to University of Southern California (USC)
Professor C. F. “Red” Lombard for energy-absorbing liner separate from the
comfort padding
Movie The Wild One released
450,000 motorcycles registered in the U.S.
Snell Memorial Foundation established to create helmet performance standards
California Highway Patrol motorcycle officers begin using helmets
Harley-Davidson introduces rear suspension
Over 500,000 motorcycles registered in the U.S.
First Japanese motorcycle manufacturer (Yamaha), enters U.S. market
646,000 motorcycles registered in the U.S.
“You meet the nicest people on a Honda” campaign launched
1.4 million motorcycles registered in the U.S.
First ANSI Z90.1 performance standard for motorcycle helmets
Law directing the issuance of Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards (FMVSS) enacted
Bell Helmets introduces the first full-facial-coverage helmet
660,000 motorcycles sold in the U.S.
Stock motorcycles run quarter-mile in less than 13 seconds
Movie Easy Rider released
1.1 million motorcycles sold in the U.S.
2.8 million motorcycles registered in the U.S.
FMVSS 123 standardizes motorcycle controls
MSF created
FMVSS 218, Motorcycle Helmets promulgated
55-mph speed limit established nationwide
5 million motorcycles registered in the U.S.
U.S. traffic fatalities: motorcycle occupants–3,265; passenger car occupants–37,897
Harry Hurt begins study of motorcycle crashes at USC with NHTSA funding
NHTSA funds rear-wheel-steering motorcycle project
Stock motorcycles run quarter-mile in less than 12 seconds
U.S. traffic fatalities peak: motorcycle occupants–5,144;
passenger car occupants–27,449
First International Motorcycle Safety Conference sponsored by MSF
Motorcycle Accident Cause Factors and Identification of Countermeasures, (referred to as
the Hurt Report) released
Stock motorcycles run quarter-mile in less than 11 seconds
55
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1985
1985
1986
1990
1990
1991
1995
1997
1997
1997

1997
1998
1998
1999
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U.S. traffic fatalities: motorcycle occupants–4,564; passenger car occupants–23,212
5.4 million motorcycles registered and 700,000 sold in the United States
Superbike ban proposed and defeated
U.S. traffic fatalities: motorcycle occupants–3,244; passenger car occupants–24,092
Second International Motorcycle Safety Conference sponsored by MSF
First antilock brakes on motorcycles
U.S. traffic fatalities: motorcycle occupants–2,227; passenger car occupants–22,423
USC Head Protection Research Laboratory conducts feasibility study of updating
FMVSS 218
U.S. traffic fatalities: motorcycle occupants–2,116; passenger car occupants–22,199
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development/Road Safety Committee 9
(OECD/RS 9) Technical Experts Group formed to develop common international
methodology for in-depth motorcycle crash investigation
MSF and NHTSA sponsor development of the National Agenda for Motorcycle Safety
Stock motorcycles run quarter-mile in less than 10 seconds
OECD common methodology first used in Bangkok, Thailand
U.S. traffic fatalities: motorcycle occupants–2,472; passenger car occupants–20,818

ISSUE STATEMENT
Research using a common methodology to define the crash-involved and at-risk population is
the basis for safety countermeasures. The research
that forms the foundation of current countermeasures is based on a study more than 25 years old.

WHERE WE ARE
The effectiveness of the concepts discussed in
this document requires a foundation of viable and
current research in most areas pertaining to
motorcycle safety. While there is a substantial body
of work relating to motorcycle safety in the United
States and abroad, few of these studies, research
projects, or statistical reports were done in coordination with one another. This renders an
incomplete picture of motorcycle safety. However,
budgetary constraints appear to make such smallerscope studies the most likely source of information
in the near future.
Beginning in 1976 and completed in 1981,
Motorcycle Accident Cause Factors and Identification of Countermeasures (Hurt, 1981) is the
benchmark of motorcycle crash research. The findings of this research provided a comprehensive
research base for many aspects of motorcycle
safety.
There was a continuous decline in motorcycle
crash fatalities from the mid-1980s through 1997.
The rates then turned up again in 1998 and 1999
(FARS, 1999). However, without research to investigate the causes of these trends, we are unable to
identify which specific countermeasures are effective or meaningful and which ones are not.
From the first meeting of the Technical Working
Group that prepared this document, it was apparent that our effectiveness would be limited by a
consistent lack of viable, current research in most
subjects related to motorcycling safety. Wide-ranging changes in motorcycling and related factors
have altered the motorcycling landscape since the
publication of Motorcycle Accident Cause Factors
and Identification of Countermeasures (referred
to as the Hurt Report) so thoroughly that it is

impossible to determine if the findings of past
studies are still valid.
There are few contemporary or timely crash facts,
and there are few validations for existing countermeasures that demonstrate what motorcyclists are
and are not doing safely. Major events that have
affected motorcycling safety since the Hurt Report
(see Appendix A) include:
• Motorcycle design has evolved so that motorcycle types—sportbikes and cruisers—that did
not exist in the ’70s are now the majority of
those seen on the streets.
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• Motorcycles have increased in cost, engine
size, and power; suspension systems have
changed drastically, fuel tank design has
changed, there are new brake systems, and
lights come on automatically when the engine
is running.
• Motorcyclists have changed: Currently, the
average motorcyclist is 38 years old. In 1980,
the average age was 24. Also, more women are
riding motorcycles than ever before.
• Mandatory helmet use laws, often with significantly different requirements, have been
enacted, repealed—or both—in many states.
• State motorcycle-operator licensing requirements and operator training are generally more
stringent and rigorous.
• The motor vehicle population has changed
significantly. New vehicle types such as sport
utility vehicles (SUVs) that are larger and
higher than most automobiles are now commonplace.

WHERE WE WANT TO BE
The critical questions that need to be answered
include:
• Among the many changes affecting motorcycle
safety, what factors are responsible for the
reduced injuries and fatalities during the late
1980s and early 1990s?
77
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• Why have motorcycle fatalities increased
during 1998 and 1999?

• Why does alcohol continue to be a significant
factor in fatal motorcycle crashes?

• Which problems identified by the Hurt Report
still exist, and which are less significant?

• What is the effect of motorcyclist education
and training?

• What are the commonalities of successful
(i.e., non-crash involved) riders?

• How does highway infrastructure affect motorcycle safety?

• What are the root causes for an automobile
driver’s violation of a motorcyclist’s right-ofway?

There are varying levels of depth for motorcycle
crash investigations. The least detailed crash investigation is the retrospective extraction of data
from police reports. This process occurs after the
fact and simply selects available data from police
investigation reports that may be of interest in
motorcycle safety: rider age, license qualification,
motorcycle size, insurance coverage, etc. Police
traffic collision reporting varies significantly between jurisdictions, which is a formidable obstacle
to meaningful state-to-state comparison (Winn,
1997, 1999).

countries in Europe (Otte, 1998). While these studies provided useful information, the lack of a
common methodology prevents direct comparison
between them. For example, Pedder studied fatal
crashes exclusively while others looked at different injury levels as well. Injury coding systems
differ greatly due to a lack of standardization and
differing levels of detail, thus making direct comparisons difficult.

The most detailed level of investigation is the
multidisciplinary, on-scene, in-depth investigation
(OSIDI) such as the 1981 study of 900 motorcycle
crashes entitled, Motorcycle Accident Cause Factors
and Identification of Countermeasures (Hurt
Report). This study was sponsored by the U.S. Department of Transportation, National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration (DOT-NHTSA), and
conducted in Los Angeles by Harry Hurt of the
University of Southern California (USC). The Hurt
Report has been used both nationally and internationally as the best source of detailed motorcycle
crash data in the development of training, countermeasures, and related questions. Such studies
are rare, particularly for the broad spectrum of injury levels possible in motorcycle crashes. On-scene,
in-depth investigation provides a level of detailed
crash analysis far more valuable than less comprehensive investigations. The data variables that are
collected are summarized in Appendix B.

To continue to make progress in motorcycling
safety, the motorcycling community must be in a
position to know what has happened to affect
motorcycle safety and why. The motorcycle safety
community needs to know facts about the motorcycle crash situation in current time. What have
we done right? Which safety countermeasures have
been effective? Which countermeasures are costeffective, and which have not been utilized that
should have?

ISSUE STATEMENT
Devising effective countermeasures requires
comprehensive research into current causes of
motorcycle crashes and defining the motorcycle
population at risk.

WHERE WE ARE
Motorcycle crash investigations have been carried out not only in the United States (Hurt, 1981)
but also in the United Kingdom (Pedder, 1979),
Canada (Newman, 1974), Germany, and other
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WHERE WE WANT TO BE

HOW TO GET THERE
Defining the Population-at-Risk:
Concurrent Exposure Data Collection
How do crash-involved motorcycles and riders
compare with those not involved in crashes? The
most effective way to know is through the collection of population-at-risk exposure data.
Large-scale data sources, such as departments of
motor vehicles, can be surveyed and compared with
the population-at-risk identified through concurrent exposure data collection. However, exclusive
reliance on registration or sales data sources will
not define the on-road population-at-risk, due to
variability between registrations and actual
on-road use.
A comparison group should be motorcycles and
riders exposed to the same risk but not involved in
a crash. Population-at-risk exposure data were collected as part of the Hurt Report methodology. Those
comparisons of crash population and populationat-risk allowed specific analysis of over- and
99
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under-representation, and provided the basis for
development of countermeasures.

The objectives for exposure data collection are
to define:

Other studies that attempted to draw conclusions about representation in crashes without
collecting exposure data (Kraus, 1988) have been
strongly criticized. Others have surveyed the population-at-risk without detailed study of crashes
(Kraus, 1994, 1995). It is the collection of both
crash data and concurrent exposure data that provides the most meaningful method of analysis and
development of countermeasures.

• Population-at-risk
• Traffic characteristics
• Land use characteristics
• Vehicle characteristics
• Historical perspectives
• Data requirements
• National representation

Common Methodology for In-Depth
Motorcycle Crash Investigations
An important recent development is the creation
of Motorcycles: Common International Methodology
for In-Depth Motorcycle Accident Investigation
(OECD Common Methodology). This methodology
is based on that developed by Hurt and colleagues
at USC for the 1981 DOT-NHTSA study. An international Technical Experts Group was organized in
1997 under the International Coordinating Committee of the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD). The objectives of the OECD Common Methodology are
to collect on-scene, in-depth data to provide detailed knowledge about all aspects of motorcycle
crashes. A detailed listing of objectives is found
in Appendix C.
The OECD Common Methodology requires observation of the population-at-risk to coincide with
the investigation of the crash population.
The OECD Common Methodology allows flexibility in exposure data collection methods ranging
from remote observation to personal interviews
with at-risk motorcyclists (see Motorcyclist
Attitudes, page 15).

• Application of countermeasures
• International correlation
The OECD Common Methodology is used in
Europe in the Motorcycle Accident In-Depth Study
(MAIDS) project which covers five areas in five
European countries: France, Germany, Italy, Spain,
and the Netherlands. The total number of collected
crashes should be around 980, and the schedule
completion date is the end of 2001. The OECD Common Methodology is also being used in Thailand.

Limited-Scope Studies
Although such large-scale research is the only
way to determine many basic factors, there are
opportunities to explore certain critical areas of
motorcycle safety with smaller-scale studies.
Examples of topics that could be addressed with
such studies are how motorcyclists form their attitudes, why other motorists fail to see motorcyclists,
what motorcyclists can do to counter this, and
which rider training regimens are most effective.
On a wider but less detailed level, development
of a standardized police crash report would greatly
facilitate data analysis and comparison between
states.
Both government and industry have interests in
the study of motorcycle safety. The appropriate state
and federal government agencies, as well as the
motorcycle industry, should share support and
leadership for motorcycle safety.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
• Immediate action should be taken by government and industry to address the critical
questions in motorcycle safety through comprehensive, in-depth studies as well as studies
focused on specific topics.
• To better utilize data collected by law enforcement personnel, a uniform traffic crash report
for police officers should be developed and deployed. A similar format should also be
developed for emergency medical services reports. This will permit meaningful comparisons
among jurisdictions. All concerned parties should share the resulting information.
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• Mechanisms for building academic and funding capacity for ongoing and future motorcycle
safety research should be explored.
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ISSUE STATEMENT
In addition to acquiring information about
motorcycle crashes and safety, there is a need to
disseminate information to those who need it most:
motorcyclists and those who influence motorcycle
safety.

WHERE WE ARE
There is often misinformation passed around
among motorcyclists as myths, old wives’ tales and
anecdotes. There are few methods of countering
this or conveying factual information or new findings.
• A commonly used method of conveying information is the MSF Riding Tips booklet included
with new motorcycles.
• A few motorcycle enthusiast magazines offer
editorial material addressing safety-oriented
subjects, but their readers are a minority of
the motorcycling population.
• MSF and related rider training organizations
reach only participating riders (see Rider
Education & Training, page 17).
• Some rider organizations hold seminars and
training sessions for members, but these are
not widely attended.
• Motorcycle safety information is widely dispersed on the Internet.

HOW TO GET THERE
• Urge established motorcycle information
sources—such as enthusiast magazines,
Internet sites and cable-TV programs—to
routinely include safety information.
• Encourage the general media to provide motorcycle safety information to motorcyclists and
motorcyclist awareness tips to other motorists.

Research & Information
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• Create new avenues of conveying this information.
• Create a specific awareness goals: what every
motorcyclist should know.
• Create standard public service announcements
(PSAs) style guide information series for use
by motorcycle clubs, groups, and rallies.
• Support current sources of safety information.
• Create a motorcycle safety information
Internet site to provide quick, easy access to
research and other relevant information for all
motorcyclists. It would include relevant findings from studies determined to be credible by
academic peer review, and present practical
advice for motorcyclists and information for
the general media.
• Provide practical information to the general
media to be used for motorcycling safety
features and motorcycle awareness pieces.
• Encourage the motorcycle enthusiast media to
give greater attention to safety issues, especially practical information.

WHERE WE WANT TO BE
• We want to find methods of conveying motorcycling safety information more widely and
rapidly.
• We would like more motorcyclists to avail
themselves of seminars and other sources of
information about motorcycle safety.

13
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RECOMMENDATIONS
• Create a clearinghouse to distribute current, practical information about motorcycle safety
based on recent research.
• Develop research-based safety information that can be used easily by the consumer media
and in rider education and training systems.
• Explore public service announcements, advertising in enthusiast and near-enthusiast media,
and any other viable avenues for distributing safety information.

ISSUE STATEMENT
The safety of motorcyclists is affected by their
attitudes toward skill development, their ability
to practice risk management, and the influence
of their riding peers regarding such issues as protective apparel and riding while impaired.

WHERE WE ARE
The attitudes of motorcyclists toward safety vary
greatly. Some motorcyclists emphasize safety in
motorcycling activities while others give it little
thought.
Many riders appear to believe in the efficacy of
rider training programs to enhance their skill development and increase their safety while riding.
The prevalent rider training program in the United
States teaches skill development, risk management,
the use of protective apparel, and the danger of
riding while impaired. However, many riders remain untrained and therefore may miss important
safety messages.
Recent work in Australia has addressed the issues of motorcyclists’ hazard perception and risk
recognition (Hazard Perception for Motorcycle Riders Conference, 1999). However, there is little
in-depth information that specifically addresses
the effects of peer pressure, attitudes toward safety,
and the individual rider’s ability to recognize risk
and react appropriately.
Knowledge of rider peer pressure and motorcyclists’ attitudes toward safety appears to be
primarily anecdotal. Peer pressure has been studied extensively regarding teenagers and drug/
tobacco/alcohol use. The National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration (NHTSA) has conducted focus groups directed at alcohol-involved riders that
may provide insight into rider behavior and one
component of risk recognition (Syner, 2000).

WHERE WE WANT TO BE
We want to know how to provide motorcyclists
with resources that help them form more positive
attitudes. To do so, we need to know how they
form their attitudes about safety-related issues.
• What sources of information and opinion have
the most influence on motorcyclists? How can
we harness them to help provide a more
effective safety message to positively influence behavior?

Human Factors

Motorcyclist Attitudes

• How can we prevent inaccurate information
from becoming widely distributed and repeated?
• What are the best methods of providing ready
access to accurate, practical information about
safety-related issues and encouraging safer
behavior?

HOW TO GET THERE
Understanding how motorcyclists develop their
attitudes about safety issues requires research.
• We want to know how motorcyclists form
certain attitudes and why they may reject
relevant information.
• The most likely methods for learning about
motorcyclists’ attitudes concerning safety are
focus groups, crash research and surveys.
Such tools should be designed to explore
motorcyclists’ attitudes and decision-making
processes concerning safety and related issues.
This research should include crash-involved
riders and representative cross sections of
motorcyclists to define attitudes among the
population-at-risk.
• The most prevalent sources of influence should
be used to help motorcyclists make informed
decisions regarding safety issues and to
encourage safe behavior. As we identify the
most influential sources of positive, accurate
information and influence, they should be
given additional support.
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Motorcyclist Attitudes

RECOMMENDATIONS
• Study factors that affect and shape motorcyclists’ attitudes and behavior and how they
affect crash involvement.

Human Factors

• Using information about how motorcyclists form attitudes about safety issues, create programs that reduce dangerous behavior and reinforce safe behavior.
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Rider Education & Training
Motorcycle rider education and training comprise
the centerpiece of a comprehensive motorcycle
safety program. The challenges are to get motorcyclists to take training and to keep quality rider
training affordable and accessible to all interested
parties.

WHERE WE ARE
Rider training is an effective crash countermeasure for riders for the first six months following
training (Billheimer, 1996).
Currently, there are 47 state-legislated rider
training programs in the United States. The remaining three states (Alaska, Arkansas, and
Mississippi) have privately operated rider training
sites. Financing comes from different funding
sources and appropriations at the state level. An
outline of a typical legislation scheme is in Appendix D. The total appropriation for 1998 for these
programs nationwide was approximately $16 million (SMSA, 1998). To assess rider training and
education programming, NHTSA promotes and
facilitates Motorcycle Safety Program Assessments,
which evaluate a state’s motorcycle safety efforts
using a peer-review program assessment team
concept. The areas of assessment are detailed
in Appendix E.
Since 1973, more than 2 million riders have been
trained. In 1999, a total of 192,529 riders were
trained. Estimates are that this represents just 20
to 50 percent of total annual demand. The curriculum most commonly used in all 50 states is MSF’s
Motorcycle RiderCourse:Riding and Street Skills®
(MRC:RSS) for beginners and the Experienced
RiderCourse® (ERC) for advanced skills training.
Instructors and RiderCoachesSM are trained and employed by individual state programs and certified
through the MSF. These courses are conducted exclusively off-street. Most rider training programs
in the United States do not utilize on-street training, which is widely accepted in other parts of the
world. Private specialty training programs exist
in some areas, including sidecar, trike, trailer,

off-highway, on-highway, and track experience.
Motorcycle simulator technology is generally not
employed but is being studied.
Many motorcycle manufacturers and distributors
based in the United States support rider education
and training through their membership in the MSF
and their participation in the MSF Motorcycle Loan
Program. MSF is currently sponsored by the United
States manufacturers and distributors of BMW,
Ducati, Harley-Davidson, Honda, Kawasaki, Suzuki
and Yamaha motorcycles. These companies also
offer training incentives to new motorcycle purchasers either directly or through their affiliated
owners’ clubs. In addition, Honda extends use of
its training centers in California, Georgia, Ohio,
and Texas to the respective state programs for use
as training sites. In 2000, Harley-Davidson began
offering rider training directly through some of
its dealers.

Human Factors

ISSUE STATEMENT

The state level rider training programs are part
of an overall effort to encourage motorcyclists to
get properly trained and obtain their motorcycle
endorsement on their license. Most states provide
allowances for the waiver of some portion of state
licensing test for graduates of a state recognized
rider training program. Some states require training for riders less than the ages of 16, 18 or 21
(see Appendix G for a list of each state’s licensing
and training requirements). These courses are generally affordable. The average tuition is $66.06 for
the MRC:RSS and $40.75 for the ERC (SMSA 1998).
In some states, training courses are free.
Some state programs lack components for program evaluation. Among those programs that do
have evaluation components, methods of data collection are not standardized with other programs
for adequate comparison. There is also no centralized repository that permits the exchange of such
information for programs to benefit from one
another’s operation or training experiences. The
National Association of State Motorcycle Safety
Administrators (SMSA), an organization of state
program administrators, surveys state programs
annually for general training results and other
statistical information.
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Rider Education & Training

There is no evaluation of rider education and
training effectiveness or measures to determine if
program effectiveness has been compromised due
to the lack of resources. It is assumed, yet unknown, that the current programs are teaching
necessary skills to survive in traffic.

Human Factors

WHERE WE WANT TO BE
We want all states to offer useful, available, and
affordable motorcycle safety programs capable of
providing quality rider education and training for
all interested riders, new riders, and potential
riders. Creating a program with sufficient resources
will require the following:
• A government agency to provide program
administration and oversight
• A funding source and ongoing appropriation
to support training, marketing, and evaluation
(see Appendix D)
• A uniform, educationally sound curricula (see
Appendix F) that reflects current crash and
training research as well as the differing
demands of various riders and environments
• An effective delivery system to provide education and training where and when demand
exists
Uniform data collection, data sharing methods,
and training effectiveness measures should be instituted nationwide for evaluation of state rider
training and other education programs. The possible advantages of on-street training should be
explored.
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There should be increased use of Motorcycle
Safety Program Assessments, facilitated by NHTSA,
to ensure that a team of peers periodically assesses
all states.
Motorcycle awareness programs and materials
should be components of other transportation programs (see Motorist Awareness, page 31).
Rider education and training and licensing functions should be merged to form one-stop operations
(see Licensing, page 21).

HOW TO GET THERE
All states should provide and promote rider
education and training programs capable of accommodating all riders who need or seek training. States
currently without state authorized programs should
create them.
All state programs need assistance in their funding request approaches to legislatures; in
determining more viable ways to achieve necessary funding outside of fees levied on motorcyclists;
and in how to allocate resources to increase program efficiencies and expand training capacity.
Other areas of concern include maintaining sufficient resources for operation and administration
of the program and continued and recurrent program assessments to maintain program quality.
State motor vehicle departments and the motorcycle and insurance industries should continue to
provide incentives for riders to obtain initial and
recurrent training and proper licensure.

Rider Education & Training

RECOMMENDATIONS
• Expand motorcycle safety programs to accommodate all who need or seek training.
• Conduct uniform follow-up research into the effectiveness and impact of rider education
and training.
• Merge rider education and training and licensing functions to form one-stop operations.
• Increase the number of states conducting Motorcycle Safety Program Assessments.

• Explore the effectiveness of on-street training.

Human Factors

• Establish benchmarks for rider education and training effectiveness and program operation
excellence.
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Licensing
Comprehensive, fair, and effective motorcycle
operator testing and licensing systems are necessary to measure the readiness of riders to ride
safely.

WHERE WE ARE
The training and experience required to earn a
motorcycle operator’s license equips motorcyclists
to perform better on the road. In 1998, 32 percent of motorcycle operators involved in fatal
crashes were unlicensed or improperly licensed
compared to 10.8 percent of car drivers (FARS data,
1998).
Special motorcycle operator license classifications and requirements for testing exist in all 50
states and the District of Columbia. The licensing
components commonly in use are:
• Motorcycle operator manual
• Motorcycle license knowledge test
• Motorcycle license skill tests (on-street or
off-street)
• Motorcycle learner’s permit
• Intermediate motorcycle license or
endorsement
• Full motorcycle license or endorsement
• Waiver of examination, or portions thereof,
for completion of state-approved motorcycle
rider training course
• Mandatory rider training for certain ages

Although used in other countries, tiered licensing has not been widely accepted in the United
States. Studies have not shown a crash countermeasure benefit (Mayhew, 1989).
Forty-four state jurisdictions have adopted and/
or modified the MSF Motorcycle Operator Manual.
The American Association of Motor Vehicle Administrators (AAMVA), NHTSA, and MSF cooperatively
developed many of the motorcycle licensing
schemes in use in the United States. Sixteen jurisdictions use locally designed off-street tests.
Motorcycle-specific products in use include a motorcycle knowledge test, the Alternate Motorcycle
Operator Skills Test (Alternate MOST), the Motorcycle Licensing Skills Test (MLST), and the
Motorcyclist in Traffic Test (MIT).

Human Factors

ISSUE STATEMENT

All jurisdictions waive knowledge and/or skill
tests for eligible applicants who hold licenses from
another jurisdiction that maintains licensing standards acceptable to the current jurisdiction. Most
jurisdictions waive licensing examinations for
graduates of state-approved rider training programs. Reports indicate that this practice is
successful in drawing students to training.
See Appendix G for a complete state-by-state
breakdown of testing procedures and waivers.

WHERE WE WANT TO BE
All motorcyclists should take the necessary steps
to earn a motorcycle license or endorsement.
We want to better understand the characteristics of unlicensed riders, and find ways to ensure
they obtain proper licensure.

• Motorcycle license renewal requirements
• Counseling and violator training
Graduated Driver Licensing (GDL), accepted for
autos in many jurisdictions, appears unsuitable
for motorcycles given that at least two important
elements, supervised operation and parental involvement, are problematic in a motorcycle GDL
scheme (see Appendix H).

HOW TO GET THERE
Methods of obtaining a motorcycle operator’s
license should be heavily promoted. Barriers to
obtaining a license should be identified and
methods sought to remove them.
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Licensing

Human Factors

• State licensing and rider education and training agencies should partner to create one-stop
training and licensing programs, where riders
who successfully complete the training course
are immediately awarded their motorcycle
operator license.
• Motorcycle dealers and other motorcycle
community sources should promote proper
licensing. Dealers should inform customers
that a special endorsement is required and
that rider education and training is a good
route to this endorsement.

• All licensing agencies should provide training
for their licensing employees to ensure that
tests provide for applicant and examiner
safety, are administered objectively, and are
scored accurately and impartially. Licensing
agencies should also consider participating in
recognition programs such as the AAMVA
Certified Driver Examiner and Certified Motorcycle Examiner programs.
• The penalties for operating a motorcycle
without proper license should be well publicized.

• Testing agencies should increase testing
locations and hours to facilitate the licensing
process.

• Studies should be commissioned to ensure that
licensing tests measure skills and behaviors
absent in crash-involved riders.

• Licensing procedures should include current,
sound, and effective materials and testing for
skills and knowledge.

• To evaluate motorcycle GDL schemes, a model
should be developed using the current best
thinking and deployed in a few key jurisdictions. An evaluation protocol should be
created to evaluate the system's effectiveness,
and policy should be developed based on the
outcomes.

RECOMMENDATIONS
• Commission studies to ensure that licensing tests measure skills and behaviors required
for crash avoidance.
• Identify and remove barriers to obtaining a motorcycle endorsement.
• Develop and implement programs to allow all state motorcycle safety programs to issue
motorcycle endorsements immediately upon successful completion of rider training courses.
• Enforce penalties for operating a motorcycle without a proper endorsement.
• Encourage states and jurisdictions to provide motorcycle specific training to license
examiners administering testing for motorcyclists.
• Develop an enhanced motorcycle licensing model using appropriate GDL concepts and
evaluate its effectiveness.
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Crash Avoidance Skills
The Hurt Report identified prevalent skills absent among crash-involved riders as braking,
cornering, and swerving. It is unknown if the lack
of the skills for effective braking, cornering, and
swerving continues to be over-represented in crash
data, or if other deficiencies or behaviors play larger
roles in today’s crashes.

WHERE WE ARE
While there has been research on individual
safety concerns, no other comparable, extensive
crash study has been conducted since the Hurt
Report (see The Need for Research, page 7). No
national data exist concerning the effect of rider
training (see Rider Education & Training, page 17)
and other changes that might affect rider crash
avoidance skills. Motorcycle design and performance have changed and improved significantly
(see Motorcycle Design, see page 43). These
changes may affect crash avoidance. No data exist
to determine if engineering improvements are effective at reducing crashes.
Rider training programs focus on developing
high-priority skills: braking, cornering, and swerving. Post-training testing is conducted to measure
the acceptable application of these skills at speeds
from 12 to 20 mph. Most state licensing examinations test for these skills using similar testing
instruments and methods. Current rider training
programs also focus on developing mental strategies for anticipating and dealing with hazards.

Increase the portion of riders taking advantage
of training opportunities to learn crash avoidance
skills and continue to enhance those skills through
practice.

HOW TO GET THERE
Safety countermeasures in effect today need to
be evaluated for effectiveness. Research should
investigate various aspects of the crash avoidance
skills picture to determine if new countermeasures
are needed and the effects of technological
changes. In addition, certain technologies or configurations may be shown to be superior for crash
avoidance and should be used more widely.
Motorcycle safety programs should be evaluated
to determine how effectively they teach critical
crash avoidance skills and strategies. In addition,
the programs should be responsive to the changing needs of the rider.

Human Factors

ISSUE STATEMENT

Evaluation of crash avoidance skills training
should include the following elements:
• Braking effectiveness in real-world traffic
situations with the various existing and future
braking systems
• Cornering skills and strategies on the road
• Swerving effectiveness on the road
• Development of essential mental strategies for
safe riding judgment, including visual directional control and an active hazard search,
and anticipation process
• Other crash avoidance skills as identified by
research

WHERE WE WANT TO BE
Identify the critical skills for avoiding motorcycle crashes and how those skills are acquired.
Focus training programs and licensing systems
on high priority crash avoidance skills and adapt
as safety needs and issues arise.

To determine if further countermeasures are
needed, a study should be conducted on the feasibility, effectiveness, and practicality of using
motorcycle simulators to develop crash avoidance
skills and strategies (Awane, 1999).
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Crash Avoidance Skills

RECOMMENDATIONS
• Conduct research to determine which rider crash avoidance skills are most important.
• Develop countermeasures in training, license testing, and motorcycle technology to address
any current crash avoidance deficiencies.
• Evaluate effectiveness of rider education and training in developing crash avoidance skills.

Human Factors

• Evaluate the need for motorcycle simulator skills training.
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• Examine technological approaches such as pre-crash warning and avoidance systems to
enhance crash prevention.

Motorcyclist Alcohol & Other Impairment
Alcohol continues to be a prominent factor in
serious motorcycle crashes. Other substances and
causes of impairment, including prescription drugs,
over-the-counter drugs, illegal recreational drugs,
environmental factors, and drowsiness, are
unknown factors in motorcycle crashes.

WHERE WE ARE
Alcohol and other substances have been found
to be major risk factors in all types of motor vehicle crashes. These factors appear to weigh more
heavily in motorcycle crashes than in crashes of
other vehicle types based on the following:
• In 1998, intoxication (BAC > 0.10 percent)
rates for vehicle operators involved in fatal
crashes were 36 percent for motorcycles, 29
percent for light trucks, 25 percent for passenger cars, and 3.0 percent for large trucks. An
additional 9.0 percent of motorcycle operator
fatalities had a BAC of 0.01 to 0.09 percent
(Traffic Safety Facts, 1998).
• Forty-five percent of motorcycle operators
killed in single vehicle crashes, and 62 percent
killed in weekend-night, single vehicle
crashes, were intoxicated (Traffic Safety
Facts, 1998).

It is unknown at precisely what levels motorcyclespecific judgment and skills are impaired.
The effects of prescription, over-the-counter, and
illegal drugs are also unknown as they relate to
motorcycle crashes. In addition, motorcyclists are
subjected to more direct effects of the environment such as heat and cold, and it is unknown
whether these play a role in motorcycle crashes.
Other sources of impairment, such as drowsiness,
allergies, etc., could also play a role, but these
have not been studied.

WHERE WE WANT TO BE
To achieve this goal of reducing motorcycle
crashes where alcohol and other drugs are factors,
we need a better understanding of:

Human Factors

ISSUE STATEMENT

• Why alcohol continues to play a role in motorcycle crashes more frequently than in those of
other vehicles.
• Alcohol use and substance abuse patterns of
motorcyclists.
• The role of alcohol and substance abuse,
including over-the-counter medications, in
motorcycle crashes.
• How alcohol, drug, and other substances and
conditions impair judgment and skill.

• Helmet use rates for intoxicated motorcyclists
are lower than for those who are sober.
Impaired motorcyclists involved in crashes are
more likely to be speeding than those not
drinking (Traffic Safety Facts, 1998).

• The role, if any, that other sources of impairment play in motorcycling.

Alcoholic beverages are frequently available and
promoted where motorcycles are ridden and at
events targeted to motorcyclists. Public information programs and training programs currently
include information on the dangers of alcohol and
motorcycling. The effects of alcohol on judgment
and vehicle operation skills have been studied and
quantified (Moskowitz, 1988). The number of skills
needed to operate a motorcycle is known to be
higher than for other motor vehicles (MSF, 1974).

Reducing the role of alcohol and other impairing substances in motorcycle crashes requires
additional information and programs from a variety of sources. These should include:

HOW TO GET THERE

• Increased research on the alcohol and other
drug use patterns of motorcyclists and the
incidence of alcohol and drug involvement in
motorcycle crashes.
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Motorcyclist Alcohol & Other Impairment

• Increased partnerships with groups already
involved in alcohol/substance abuse issues
and encouragement of new programs and
approaches.
• Studying the effects of alcohol and other
substances on motorcycle operating skills.

Human Factors

• Increased health care community involvement
in detecting and counseling regarding
alcohol/substance abuse.

• Encouraging the alcoholic beverage industry to
promote responsible use of alcohol and provide
non-alcoholic beverages at motorcycle events.
• Working with law enforcement to enforce
current laws and helping them recognize
motorcyclists’ alcohol/substance abuse
behavior.
We need to know if and how other potential forms
of impairment figure into the motorcycle safety
picture and whether they should be addressed with
programs. In the interim, motorcyclists should be
educated that impairment does not necessarily or
exclusively derive from chemical sources.

RECOMMENDATIONS
• Study how alcohol, drugs and other substances, including over-the-counter medications,
can affect a motorcyclist’s operating skills.
• Study the alcohol, drug and other substance use patterns of motorcyclists.
• Continue to discourage mixing alcohol and other drugs with motorcycling.
• Educate law enforcement about unique alcohol-related behavior of motorcyclists.
• Encourage partnerships with groups already involved in alcohol/substance abuse issues
related to motor vehicle crashes, e.g., Mothers Against Drunk Driving (MADD), Students
Against Destructive Decisions (SADD).
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Personal Protective Equipment
The protective apparel worn by a motorcyclist
provides the only defense against injury in a crash.
This apparel includes a Federal Motor Vehicle
Safety Standard (FMVSS) 218 compliant helmet,
heavy-duty jacket and pants, boots, gloves, and
eye protection. Because of changes in technology
and use of protective equipment, additional research in this area is needed.

WHERE WE ARE
Motorcyclists usually separate from the motorcycle at some time during a crash. It stands to
reason that protective apparel is far more likely to
be effective than protective equipment attached
to the motorcycle (Ouellet, 1990). In the event of
a crash, no existing strategy or safety equipment
offers protection comparable to a FMVSS 218
compliant helmet. There are no compelling medical arguments against helmet use. Detailed analysis
of 900 crashes found that “helmeted riders show
significantly lower injury frequency in all types of
lesions” (Hurt, 1981). A recent analysis from the
Crash Outcomes Data Evaluation Systems (CODES)
from six states demonstrated that helmets were
35 percent effective in preventing death and 67
percent effective in preventing brain injuries
(NHTSA, 1996, 1998). In other words, unhelmeted
injured motorcyclists are three times as likely to
suffer a brain injury compared to helmeted injured
motorcyclists. Motorcyclists who do sustain fatal
injuries while wearing FMVSS 218 compliant helmets typically have one or more additional fatal
injuries, so that the limit of the helmet to protect
them is rarely an issue (Ouellet, 1990). Head impacts that would otherwise cause death or
permanent injury can often be attenuated with
little or no injury to a motorcyclist wearing an
FMVSS 218 compliant helmet.
FMVSS 218 compliant helmets do not contribute
to crash causation (Hurt, 1981). However, it is
proven by research (Hurt, 1981) that increased
coverage, particularly increased coverage of the
expanded polystyrene liner, increases protection

from injury. Helmet use has not been shown to
increase the risk of spinal injuries (Orsay, 1994,
Thom, 1995).
Mandatory helmet-use laws have proven an effective strategy in increasing helmet use (Peek-Asa,
1999, Kraus, 1995), and in reducing head injuries
and fatalities (McSwain, 1984, Kraus, 1994). However, mandatory helmet-use laws are controversial
with some motorcyclists. Research shows the number of motorcyclists wearing non-compliant helmets
is increasing in states with mandatory helmet use
laws (Peek-Asa, 1999). Recent research has found
that as many as 40 percent of motorcyclists in
Florida, which at the time the research was conducted had a mandatory helmet-use law for all
riders, wore non-compliant helmets (Turner, 2000).

Human Factors

ISSUE STATEMENT

Recently, a number of states have modified helmet laws to permit motorcyclists to ride without a
helmet if they carry specific health insurance coverage or pass a rider training course (see Appendix
I). Other “partial” helmet-use laws, such as those
requiring only certain age groups to use helmets,
have unknown effectiveness because of enforcement issues. These approaches dilute the original
reasons for the law and may raise confusion about
the usefulness and role of helmets.
FMVSS 218, also called “the DOT standard“ was
promulgated in 1974 and was revised in 1980 and
1988. Helmets sold for motorcycle use in the United
States are required by law to meet the minimum
performance requirements set forth in FMVSS 218.
Helmets qualified to other standards, such as the
Snell Memorial Foundation or American National
Standards Institute must also meet FMVSS 218.
NHTSA is evaluating several issues including:
• Increased test impact velocity to improve
impact absorption of FMVSS 218 compliant
helmets
• Retention system positional stability tests to
ensure helmet retention in crashes
• Improved labeling so motorcyclists will know
more about the qualification and care of their
helmets and so law enforcement can identify
non-compliant helmets
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Personal Protective Equipment

• Revised pass/fail test criteria for harmonization with international helmet standards
• Chin bar test performance qualification for
full-facial coverage helmets

Human Factors

• Eye protection test qualification for helmets
so equipped
Eye protection plays a dual role: first, eye protection significantly reduces crash involvement
(Hurt, 1981a, 1984) because it prevents vision degradation caused by wind blast and foreign objects
in the eyes. Eye protection also reduces eye
injury, both while riding and in crashes (Hurt,
1984). The Vehicle Equipment Safety Standard No.
8 (VESC-8) for motorcyclist eye protection is widely
referenced and applied by the 36 states with
motorcyclist eye protection-use laws (see
Appendix I).
Research and new technologies are continually
bringing new types of protective gear to the user,
although their actual capabilities need to be researched. The environmental extremes confronted
by motorcyclists are also addressed by protective
apparel, making riding more comfortable in extreme temperatures and inclement weather. There
is a variety of apparel offering various degrees of
protection for motorcyclists involved in a crash.
The most frequent injury to the crash-involved
motorcyclist is abrasion. A wide range of apparel
provides proven protection from abrasion (Hurt,
1981a). Leather, used in garments to cover virtually all of a motorcyclist’s body, can prevent
abrasion including serious deep abrasions, has a
traditional appeal to many motorcyclists and is
currently fashionable. A variety of leather grades,
construction, and styles is available, and many
leather garments offer extensive features to accommodate motorcyclists’ needs. Not all leather
garments, even all of those styled in a manner
that suggests motorcycle use, are sturdy enough
to provide significant abrasion protection (Woods,
1994a, 1994b). Various types of effective synthetic
materials have been offered in recent years.
A variety of approaches is being taken to provide motorcyclists with impact protection for body
areas besides the head. These involve some type
28

of impact resistant material, or armor, incorporated into jackets, suits and even gloves and boots.
Armor is being designed in an attempt to protect
the motorcyclist from everything from bruising and
fractures of the extremities, to averting life-threatening injuries to the torso, and reducing spinal
injuries. The European Union has devised testing
standards: CE EN1621-1 for elbow, shoulder and
knee armor and CE EN 1621-2 for spinal armor. No
such standards exist in the United States, and there
are no armor standards for the torso area, which is
critical for protection from life-threatening
injuries.

WHERE WE WANT TO BE
All motorcyclists should choose to wear protective apparel because they understand that such
apparel can reduce injuries in a crash. All motorcyclists should want to wear FMVSS 218 compliant
helmets while riding to reduce head trauma resulting from a crash. Motorcyclists should understand
the critical nature of apparel and how it provides
comfort, in addition to protection, while riding.
Their choices in apparel should be based on promotion from all motorcycle safety organizations,
groups, clubs, other stakeholders, and the motorcycle industry. In states where there are helmet
laws, law enforcement personnel should know how
to identify FMVSS 218 compliant helmets.

HOW TO GET THERE
A wide-reaching platform or forum is needed from
which motorcyclists can be informed about the
benefits of protective gear and provided with information about various available technologies (see
Conveying Research Information to Users, page 13).
At these forums, motorcyclists would gather information about new technologies and their
effectiveness to aid in making informed apparel
choices. This is an area where the technology is
changing rapidly.
The motorcycle community and other stakeholders need to create more education programs for
motorcyclists to understand the benefits of

Personal Protective Equipment

FMVSS 218 compliant helmets. This information
should also include facts to repudiate misinformation about unfounded dangers of helmet use.
Stakeholders should find ways to more effectively
communicate the benefits of helmet use and work
toward making voluntary use of FMVSS 218 compliant helmets more widely accepted. The
dangers of non-compliant helmets should also be
communicated by similar means.

Additional research is needed into all of these
issues. Standards should be developed based on
research to help consumers make informed choices.
The effectiveness of personal protective equipment
would be investigated as part of any crash research.

Human Factors

Mandatory helmet-use laws should specify the
use of FMVSS 218 compliant helmets. Motorcyclists

and traffic law enforcement officials should be educated in how to determine if a helmet meets FMVSS
218. Revisions to FMVSS 218 should aid in identification of FMVSS 218 compliant helmets and
elimination of non-compliant helmets.

RECOMMENDATIONS
• Use effective strategies to increase the use of FMVSS 218 compliant helmets.
• Educate motorcyclists about the value of protective apparel by providing an information
source on related research and a forum for the exchange of information.
• Find ways to more effectively communicate the benefits of helmet use and work toward
making voluntary use of FMVSS 218 compliant helmets more widely accepted.
• Use effective strategies to ensure that all helmets in use meet FMVSS 218.
• Revise FMVSS 218.
• Conduct research regarding protective apparel effectiveness, and consider development or
adoption of existing standards, if research justifies.

NOTE:
As noted in the Introduction to the National Agenda,
in order to maintain harmony between the groups
interested in motorcycle safety, the National Agenda
for Motorcycle Safety has consciously refrained from making
any legislative recommendations, including any regarding
mandatory helmet-use laws. This exclusion should
not be interpreted as support for, or opposition to legislative initiatives.
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ISSUE STATEMENT
When motorcycles and other vehicles collide, it
is usually the other (non-motorcycle) driver who
violates the motorcyclist’s right-of-way (NHTSA,
1998). There is a continuing need to help other
motorists “think motorcycles” and to educate motorcyclists to be aware of this problem.

Traditional driver distractions, such as passengers, eating, smoking, reading, shaving, applying
make-up, and managing audio systems, continue
to be a problem and may be increasing as new
distractions emerge. Portable phones and other
communication devices, and features such as
in-vehicle navigation systems, which divert more
attention inside the car, may be increasingly
distracting drivers.

Social Factors

Motorist Awareness

WHERE WE ARE
Several factors combine to cause drivers of other
vehicles to overlook motorcyclists and subsequently
violate their right-of-way:
• Motorcycles and their riders are a relatively
small component of the total traffic mix.
Therefore, their visual recognition is reduced.
• Many drivers do not anticipate routine encounters with motorcyclists in traffic.
• Motorcycles are smaller visual targets and are
more likely to be obscured.
Research shows drivers who also ride motorcycles
and those with family members or close friends
who ride are more likely to observe motorcyclists
and less likely to collide with them (Brooks, 1990).
This indicates that drivers can see motorcyclists,
whom they might otherwise overlook, if they mentally train themselves to do so. The visual problem
is compounded by a variety of visual limitations
confronting drivers:
• Automobiles have obstructions and blind spots
that can obscure or hide a motorcycle and
rider. These include door pillars, passengers’
heads, and areas not visible in the mirrors.
• Other conditions affecting the vehicle—such
as precipitation, glare, and cargo—can further
impair a driver’s view and obscure
motorcyclists.
• Objects and environmental factors beyond the
vehicle, including other vehicles, roadside
objects, and light patterns can make it more
difficult for drivers to identify motorcyclists
in traffic.

WHERE WE WANT TO BE
Motorists should be aware of motorcycles and
take special care to identify and acknowledge their
presence. Motorists should avoid distractions and
compensate for visual obstructions.
Motorcyclists should compensate for unaware
motorists by increasing their conspicuity (see
Conspicuity, page 49), lane position, riding with
headlights on during daytime, and wearing brightly
colored and retro-reflective protective apparel.

HOW TO GET THERE
Both drivers and motorcyclists need to become
more aware of the visibility problem. Educating
drivers to become more aware of motorcycles and
to consistently consider their presence would appear to be a very promising strategy for
improvement in this crucial area. Getting drivers
to consider the possible presence of motorcycles
and the need to look for motorcyclists, situations
where motorcycles may be obscured, and techniques
for detecting motorcyclists, would be useful in reducing right-of-way violations by other vehicles.
This problem must be addressed on a number of
fronts:
• Further research into why motorists fail to see
motorcyclists could supply information on how
to educate drivers to expect motorcycles to be
present and to detect them.
• Mature driver programs that teach older drivers
how to deal with their changing abilities
should emphasize that motorcyclists may
require an additional effort to detect.
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Motorist Awareness

• Rider education and training efforts need to
continue to emphasize this problem and stress
that the rider must assume the responsibility
of avoiding a crash situation caused by
another motorist. Initial and recurring rider
education and training should continue to
emphasize that motorists will frequently fail
to observe motorcyclists, even though the
motorcyclist is in plain view.
• Rider education and training must continue to
include training on strategies and techniques
for coping with this conspicuity problem.

• All driver education and training (mature
driver programs, high schools, remedial programs) should include a component on
motorcycle awareness.
• Expand avenues to promote motorists’ awareness of motorcyclists through billboards,
visitor centers, media, motor vehicle departments, bill statements, banks, grocery stores,
gas pumps, etc., where there are “captive
audiences.”

RECOMMENDATIONS

Social Factors

• Educate operators of other vehicles to be more conscious of the presence of motorcyclists.
• Remind motorcyclists that they may be overlooked and provide defensive strategies for
overcoming this situation.
• Include questions regarding motorcyclists on driver’s license tests and include information
in driving manuals.
• Include the completion of a motorcyclist awareness class in sanctions against motorists
found guilty of violating a motorcyclist’s right-of-way.
• Adequate funding needs to be devoted to the development and implementation of motorist
awareness issues.
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Insurance Industry Involvement
Insurers can provide incentives to encourage and
enhance motorcycle safety and can provide information about motorcycle loss data to help
determine where future safety measures are needed.

WHERE WE ARE
Insurers employ limited avenues to enhance and
encourage motorcycle safety.
• Some insurance companies offer premium
discounts for motorcyclists who have taken an
MSF-recognized rider training course (see
Rider Education & Training, page 17). Some
states also require such incentives (see
Appendix J).
• An inordinate number of motorcycle crashes
occur when unlicensed riders are operating the
motorcycle. However, not all insurers verify
that all operators have a motorcycle license,
endorsement, or make a valid endorsement a
requirement for the policy to be effective (see
Licensing, page 21).
Motorcycle insurers are not currently required to
provide motorcycle-specific loss data for analysis
or use in a safety-related database as they are, for
example, with automobiles.

• Specify that all users of insured motorcycles
must possess a valid motorcycle operator’s
license for coverage to be effective.
• Provide premium discounts to motorcyclists
who have received a certificate of completion
or equivalent from an appropriate (i.e., basic
or experienced) MSF-recognized rider-training
course.
Insurers could help devise safety countermeasures by providing loss information to motorcycle
safety and traffic safety organizations.

HOW TO GET THERE
The insurance industry should work with the
motorcycling community and other entities concerned with motorcycle safety to understand the
loss patterns of motorcycling and reward safe motorcyclists with incentives. Insurers should:
• Offer incentives for rider training.
• Encourage proper licensing for motorcycle
operators of insured vehicles and discourage
use by improperly licensed operators.
• Create a system for collecting loss data that
can be used to devise safety countermeasures.

Social Factors

ISSUE STATEMENT

• Offer insurance discounts for remaining
crash-free.

WHERE WE WANT TO BE
Insurers could further motorcycling safety
efforts and reduce their own losses by supporting
certain responsible riding practices with incentives.
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Insurance Industry Involvement

RECOMMENDATIONS
• Insurers should write policies that stipulate that coverage or certain portions of coverage
are not valid if the owner permits an unlicensed or improperly licensed operator to use
the motorcycle.
• Collect, organize, analyze, and distribute motorcycle-specific loss data from insurers to
better understand safety issues, and to educate riders and other motorists on motorcycling
safety issues.

Social Factors

• Develop guidelines for insurers to tie approved training, licensing, and safe-riding practices
to premium reductions.
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Enforcement & Adjudication
Law enforcement is responsible for ensuring compliance with laws and regulations intended to
promote and maintain highway safety, and is an
integral component of motorcycle safety.

WHERE WE ARE
Some law enforcement agencies do not make
motorcycle safety a priority and take a traditional
approach toward law enforcement relating to motorcycles. For example, because motorcyclists are
a small part of the motoring public, few programs
are funded that proactively target motorcycles for
compliance and safety programs.
Many prosecutors and judges are unaware of the
factors that contribute to motorcyclists’ injuries
and fatalities. Even though violations, such as
riding without a motorcycle operator’s license, are
associated with a significant increase in crashes
and injury (FARS, 1998), there is little perceived
threat for the motorcycle rider of being caught,
and even less fear of the consequences.

WHERE WE WANT TO BE
Law enforcement agencies and the courts should
recognize the importance of motorcycle safety.
Agencies should participate in statewide Motorcycle Safety Program Assessments to maintain
comprehensive enforcement and public education
programs to enhance motorcycle safety. Enforcement programs should address specific problems
related to motorcycles. Prosecutors and judges
should be equitable when dealing with motorists
who cause motorcycle crashes.
Technical expertise in motorcycle safety and
crash investigation should be available to crash
investigators. Motorcycle-specific crash investigation training should be more widely available to
law enforcement investigative personnel.

HOW TO GET THERE
Judicial and law enforcement agencies and associations should work together to promote
motorcycle safety. Law enforcement agencies should
involve themselves at all levels of state motorcycle safety programs to better understand the
needs and aims of those programs. By coordinating with motorcycle safety organizations and
working with other traffic safety groups that
already work on motorcycle safety (e.g., AAMVA,
MSF, NAGHSR, NHTSA, SMSA), law enforcement and
judicial groups could become more aware of and
involved in relevant motorcycle safety issues.
There should be a concerted effort to inform and
educate law enforcement officers and administrators about other programs designed to address
motorcycle safety. Areas to cover include:
• Existing materials—such as NHTSA cue cards
with indicators for detecting impaired
motorcyclists that differ from those of other
impaired motorists—should be widely
distributed and utilized.
• Law enforcement officers need the proper tools
to fairly and effectively enforce helmet-use
laws where applicable (see Personal Protective
Equipment, page 27), such as information on
how to differentiate FMVSS 218 compliant
helmets from non-compliant helmets.

Social Factors

ISSUE STATEMENT

• Motorists who violate motorcyclists’ right-ofway should face legal consequences at least as
great as if they had violated an automobile
operator’s right-of-way. The public should be
educated about the danger of overlooking a
motorcyclist and the serious legal penalties for
doing so.
• Motorcycle crash experts should be available
as a resource for police crash investigators to
aid in accurate analysis of motorcycle crashes
(see Conveying Research Information to Users,
page 13).
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Enforcement & Adjudication

RECOMMENDATIONS
• Educate law enforcement and judicial officials about unique motorcycle safety issues and
resources.
• Encourage inclusion of law enforcement officials in Motorcycle Safety Program
Assessments.
• Develop and implement standardized data gathering and reporting for motorcycle crashes.
• Include motorcycle crash investigation procedures in the basic course given to crash
investigators.

Social Factors

• Appropriate sanctions should be applied to those found guilty of contributing to motorcycle crashes. The sanctions, such as mandatory attendance at a motorcycle awareness
course, would be designed to expand knowledge of motorcycle issues.
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Traffic Safety Community Attitude
Highway safety organizations throughout the
United States, public and private, place less emphasis on motorcycle safety when compared with
other modes of transportation.

WHERE WE ARE
Little attention is paid at any level to the impact overall traffic safety has on motorcycle safety.
• The emphasis on motorcycle safety is placed
on helmet usage and laws.
• Funding for other motorcycle safety issues is
very limited.
• Highway safety publications and public education campaigns rarely focus on motorcycle
safety issues.

HOW TO GET THERE
To give motorcycle safety efforts a new legitimacy and urgency, key leaders in the traffic safety
community must be well informed about pertinent
issues to help those involved in promoting motorcycle safety receive greater support.
Key leaders in the traffic safety community and
the motorcycle community can champion motorcycle safety efforts by working with the appropriate
highway safety decision-makers. These efforts
should lead to a comprehensive application to promote motorcycle safety that can be applied
nationwide.
Develop cooperative arrangements between motorcycle safety advocates and the media to increase
publicity surrounding the issue of motorcycle safety
and increase public awareness of drivers’ responsibility to detect and avoid motorcycles (see Motorist
Awareness, page 31).

WHERE WE WANT TO BE
Greater emphasis on motorcycle safety by United
States highway safety organizations can advance
motorcycle safety efforts in a number of key ways:

Social Factors

ISSUE STATEMENT

• Funding for motorcycle safety programs should
be increased.
• Motorcycle safety programs should be more
widely publicized and promoted.

RECOMMENDATIONS
• Traffic safety organizations outside of the motorcycling community can better influence
motorcycle safety issues by becoming more educated about motorcycle safety issues and
adopt them where applicable.
• Increase funding for motorcycle safety programs by elevating their importance to state
highway safety offices.
• Representatives of the motorcycle safety community should be integrated into the larger
highway safety community to improve cooperative efforts.
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NOTE:
This section is intended as an informational and introductory piece
and does not include recommendations.

Background: Motorcycle Types & Characteristics
Until the 1950s, there was just one kind of motorcycle available. This all-purpose type of machine
was designed for street use and was modified for more specialized applications. As motorcycles became
more popular, new configurations were created to address certain interests and needs. Initially, special
models were designed for off-highway riding. However, the range and variety of models has grown as
manufacturers identified and addressed new market niches. By the 1980s, several distinct types of
street-legal motorcycles had emerged. The characteristics and capabilities of current street motorcycles
vary with their style. Different categories have different strengths and weaknesses, which may be
helpful to recognize. Although some machines blur the distinctions, in general, current street-legal
motorcycles fit into the following categories:

Motorcycle Factors

Introduction to Motorcycles

Traditional
Traditional motorcycles designed as practical transportation, with few styling frills or amenities. This
category falls in the middle of the spectrum in most
areas of ergonomics and performance, including
power, handling response, and braking. Although
they were once almost universal, traditional-style
motorcycles have declined in popularity as more
specialized types have become available.

© JOHN KEOGH Design ‘00

Cruiser
Currently the most popular category of the market,
centered on traditional or classic American styling.
Once dominated almost exclusively by HarleyDavidson, the cruiser category has attracted
competition from all major manufacturers and is
the entry category for new American manufacturers. The profile is long with a low saddle height.
The emphasis in the cruiser category is on appearance, style, and sound, with less emphasis on
performance. Owners frequently customize these
machines.

© JOHN KEOGH Design ‘00
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Introduction to Motorcycles

Sportbike
Styled and constructed in the manner of road-racing motorcycles with streamlined bodywork,
front-end weight bias, and forward-leaning riding
positions, the emphasis is on handling, acceleration, top speed, braking, and cornering prowess.
Performance handling and braking systems are the
rule on sportbikes, which tend to be lighter and
more technologically advanced than other types of
motorcycles. Often less comfortable than other
types, they are favored for riding on twisting roads.

© JOHN KEOGH Design ‘00

Touring
Large motorcycles with luggage, wind protection
and other amenities (stereo, two-way communication, cruise control, etc.) designed to transport rider
and passenger in comfort. Touring bikes are heavy
with moderate power outputs. Their intended purpose is comfortable, long-distance travel.
© JOHN KEOGH Design ‘00

Motorcycle Factors

Sport-Touring
These motorcycles combine the comfort and some
of the luggage capacity of touring motorcycles with
the responsive handling of sportbikes. Usually powerful with relatively responsive handling, and
high-performance brakes, sport-touring motorcycles
offer fewer amenities than touring bikes. The ideal
mission of a sport-touring machine is medium- and
long-distance travel via curving roads.
© JOHN KEOGH Design ‘00

Dual-Purpose
Machines designed to be used both on- and offroad. They are typically lightweight, tall and narrow
with single-cylinder engines, long suspension travel
and tires suitable for on- and off-highway use.

© JOHN KEOGH Design ‘00
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Scooters
These two-wheeled vehicles are small, mostly lowpower designs with small-diameter wheels suitable
primarily for use at low and medium speeds on surface streets in urban environments. Their
appearance differs significantly from motorcycles’
because of their bodywork and the “step-through”
frame design. Most are not suitable or legal for use
on high-speed or controlled-access roadways,
though some do have sufficient power and other
capabilities to allow such use.

© JOHN KEOGH Design ‘00

Mopeds and Nopeds
Lightweight, very low-power two-wheelers designed
for cheap urban transportation. Their bicycle-like
design, slow acceleration, and limited top speed
(30 miles per hour) make them unsuitable for use
on high-speed roadways and create unique traffic
issues for their users.

© JOHN KEOGH Design ‘00

A third wheel can be added to the side of a motorcycle to create a motorcycle/sidecar combination.
These devices attach to the frame of the host motorcycle and provide additional passenger or cargo
capacity. These accessories strongly affect all aspects of handling and control by essentially creating
an entirely different kind of vehicle, which in some
ways is more like an automobile than a motorcycle.

© JOHN KEOGH Design ‘00

Motorcycle Factors

Sidecars

Trike
These machines are created by either grafting the
front of a motorcycle to the back of an automobile
or adding an automobile-type rear axle to the rear
of a motorcycle to create a three-wheeled vehicle.
Although they are usually licensed as motorcycles,
these vehicles are dramatically different in many
ways and do not handle or steer like motorcycles.

© JOHN KEOGH Design ‘00
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Motorcycle Design
The design of motorcycles has made them increasingly more capable and specialized, and
generally reflects a greater emphasis on safety.

WHERE WE ARE
In general, motorcycle design has yielded steady
safety improvements. The motorcycles of today are
better in virtually every significant safety area than
those of just two decades ago.
Current motorcycles have better brakes, greater
stability, more responsive steering, more effective
controls, improved ergonomics for better control
and reduced fatigue, and improved reliability in
all systems than those of even a decade ago.
The acceleration and top speed of the most powerful models (mostly sportbikes) have increased
continually. The effect of these performance increases on safety is currently unknown.
Tires, which are particularly crucial components
on a two-wheeled vehicle, have advanced significantly and have contributed much to vehicle
performance, reliability, and safety. Modern tires
are more durable, offer better traction for turning
and stopping, and have contributed to significantly
improving stability compared with their counterparts of the 1970s.
Some motorcycles have hand and foot controls
that can be adjusted to accommodate various
riders with larger or smaller than average hands
and feet, thereby increasing the riders’ control of
these motorcycles.
Brakes are often significantly more powerful and
can have an antilock braking system and/or linked
front and rear application.
Lack of rider protection is a characteristic of all
motorcycles. Research into devices to reduce rider
injuries in crashes is ongoing. Because of the lack
of coupling between motorcycle and rider (which
would create an additional hazard), motorcyclemounted rider protection systems have significant

limitations (Ouellet, 1990; see Personal Protective
Equipment, page 27).
• Leg protectors have been devised and studied
in the United States and internationally, but
the results have been mixed thus far. There is
no widespread agreement that they provide
additional protection, and they may pose
safety drawbacks.
• Motorcycle airbags have been under study for 30
years both as vehicle equipment and as a part of
the rider’s apparel. At this time, the benefits and
risks, such as undesired deployment, are still
under investigation (Iijima, 1998).
The evolution and specialization of street
motorcycles to meet specific requirements of the
market have created some design features that raise
safety issues and suggest further research.
• Studies of earlier types of machines have
shown that fuel tanks that rise abruptly from
the saddle immediately in front of the rider
contribute to severe pelvic injuries in frontal
impacts (Ouellet, 1981). Most current
sportbike tanks have a similar style and are
likely to present a similar injury mechanism.
• Some cruiser and touring motorcycles place
components, such as instruments and controls,
atop the fuel tank. These designs may increase
uro-genital injuries during crashes.
• Motorcyclists complain that windshields that
extend through a rider’s line of sight impede
vision under certain conditions, including rain
and nighttime.
• Although tubeless tires significantly reduce
the likelihood of a blowout and resulting loss
of control, tube-type tires are still fitted to
many cruiser models in order to use wire-spoke
wheels for appearance reasons. However, alternative wire-spoke wheel designs exist that may
be used with tubeless tires. Wire wheels may
also be sealed for use with tubeless tires. The
Hurt Report listed puncture flats as the primary
motorcycle vehicle failure leading to crashes.

Motorcycle Factors

ISSUE STATEMENT
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Motorcycle Design

• Emphasis on styling simplicity, the search for
weight reduction, and lack of space often
dictates a single-bulb taillight. The failure of
either the taillight or brake-light filament can
leave the motorcyclist without rear lighting.

WHERE WE WANT TO BE
We want to understand the effects of current
motorcycle design on safety. Specific issues that
must be addressed include:
• The effects of rapid acceleration and high top
speeds
• The run-flat performance of motorcycle tires
• Injury mechanisms of current designs

As with other vehicles, fashion is a significant
factor in motorcycle design. However, there may
be some safety consequences that are not desirable. Safety should not be sacrificed for the sake
of fashion.
More motorcycles should offer control adjustments to accommodate riders who are larger or
smaller than average.

HOW TO GET THERE
Research is needed to learn about the effects of
current motorcycle design and performance on
safety.
Although some issues raised here concerning
motorcycle design await research and technology
for solutions, others—such as vision restrictions
and tube-type tires—can be addressed with current technology as research results dictate.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Motorcycle Factors

• Conduct research to determine how current motorcycle designs affect crash and injury
causation.
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• Implement the use of available tire and wheel technology and explore technology, such
as run-flat tires, to reduce frequency of loss-of-control crashes caused by puncture flats.

Braking
Although motorcycles have sufficient braking
power and traction to enable them to stop in as
short a distance as a typical car, panic-braking a
motorcycle poses unique hazards and requires
greater operator skill than stopping a car in panic
situations or in a skid.

WHERE WE ARE
The vast majority of motorcycles use an independent system for the front and rear wheels, with
a lever on the right handlebar controlling the front
brake and foot pedal controlling the rear brake.
A small number of motorcycles link the controls
and an even smaller number have a handlebar lever to control the rear brake. We know of no current
research that indicates which if any of these is
more effective.
Braking seems to be one of the most difficult
skills for a motorcyclist to master. It is also one of
the most critical. It is difficult because most motorcycles have two separate brake-control systems,
one for the front wheel and one for the rear wheel.
As the front brake is applied, weight transfers to
the front tire, which causes available traction to
vary as weight shifts, requiring the rider to adjust
pressure on each brake control in a maximum-performance stop. As found in the Hurt Report, in a
situation the motorcyclist typically overbrakes the
rear and underbrakes the front, even though
weight transfer means the front brake must do the
majority of the braking. Overbraking can either
cause loss of steering control or total loss of control. If the rear wheel is locked, the rider typically
loses directional control. If the front wheel locks,
the rider is likely to crash due to loss of stability.
Rider training courses, available for the last two
decades, have sought to develop improved motorcyclist braking skills. Greater emphasis has been
focused on proper braking technique and the importance of the front brake. There seems to be a
greater recognition of the importance of front brake
use than there was 20 years ago when the Hurt
Report was conducted. Failure to brake effectively

and loss of control during panic-braking continue
to play a role in motorcycle crashes.
Continued rider training and practice are key elements in assuring maximum rider performance in
a panic situation. This allows riders to learn brake
control during a maximum-braking stop, internalize the process of a hard stop so they react
automatically in a panic situation, and deal with
events such as rear-wheel lock-up. However, even
panic-braking practice involves risk, because locking the front wheel can cause an immediate loss
of control and a fall. This makes it difficult for
rider training organizations to train riders to use
the front brake to its full capability.
Motorcycle braking systems have steadily improved in terms of power, control, and reliability
and continue to do so. Virtually all street motorcycles now have hydraulically actuated disc brakes,
at least on the front wheel. Most motorcycles use
this type of brake—which is self-adjusting for wear
and more resistant to fade and wet conditions than
drum-type brakes—on the rear wheel as well. Many
street motorcycles also have powerful dual disc
brakes on the front wheel, which provide more stopping power where it is needed most. This is
particularly true for sportbikes and touring motorcycles. Cruisers, despite weights that are normally
heavier than other styles except touring motorcycles, often have just a single disc brake in front,
although this seems to be changing.
Two technical developments have sought to simplify braking control and provide more effective
braking. Linked braking slows both wheels with a
single control. Antilock braking systems (ABS)
allow the rider to apply maximum braking force
without fear of wheel lock-up and the resulting
loss of control, providing the bike is not leaned
over. Under many pavement conditions, antilock
brake systems allow the rider to stop a motorcycle
more rapidly while maintaining steering control
even during situations of extreme, panic braking.

Motorcycle Factors

ISSUE STATEMENT

Although incidental and first-hand experience
indicates either of these systems can be effective
in countering the problems faced by a motorcyclist in a panic stop, we know of no research
that shows how they perform in the field com45
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Braking

pared with similar bikes fitted with standard brake
systems. The added costs (particularly for ABS)
and reluctance to accept them by some experienced motorcyclists have limited the adoption of
these potentially effective systems.

WHERE WE WANT TO BE
We want motorcyclists to possess the skills to
use their brakes fully while maintaining control
under all riding conditions, thus avoiding some
crashes.
We would like developments in brake systems,
which offer better, safer panic-stopping capability for motorcyclists, to continue and be more
widely adapted to all classes of motorcycles.

HOW TO GET THERE
Assuring that motorcyclists get maximum braking performance requires training, research, and
deployment of equipment that can provide maximum-performance braking while minimizing the
danger of a braking-induced crash. To obtain the
level of braking that is available even on current
machines, both experienced and inexperienced
motorcyclists need recurrent training (see Rider
Education & Training, page 17).
Several braking issues invite further study:
• The new technologies seem to promise shorter
stopping distances and overall safer stopping
for motorcyclists. ABS in particular can do
much to eliminate the dangers of overbraking
in a straight line.
• Studies of how effectively linked-braking
systems perform in the field would tell
whether they should be employed more widely.
• The effectiveness of braking systems that
combine ABS with a linked control should be
explored.

Motorcycle Factors

RECOMMENDATIONS
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• Study the effectiveness of linked and antilock braking in the field. If these technologies
prove valuable, deploy them more widely.
• Use information from research to implement other braking-related countermeasures.
• Provide additional training and education on proper braking and panic-braking techniques.

Vehicle Modifications
A motorcycle’s relatively simple design and availability of replacement or accessory components
make it easy, inexpensive and popular to modify
with unknown safety consequences.

WHERE WE ARE
Virtually every part of a motorcycle can be modified, and many modifications can affect the safety
of the vehicle. Modifications aimed at improving
or changing the way the machine works include
those directed at engine performance, comfort,
handling, braking, or cargo capacity. Some changes
are made to personalize and customize the appearance. Even seemingly simple, routine
changes—such as fitting new tires—can change
a motorcycle’s handling.
Some changes (such as upgrading suspension
components, tires, or brake components) can be
purely beneficial, while others can be mostly detrimental from a functional standpoint. Many involve
trade-offs. For example, a motorcycle that is lowered to give the rider a more surefooted stance at
a stop gives up some cornering ground clearance
and suspension travel. Some changes, such as major
frame modifications or use of an aftermarket frame,
can change the entire character of the motorcycle.
Installation of a sidecar or a three-wheeled “trike”
kit creates an entirely different class of vehicle
that no longer handles or responds like a twowheeled motorcycle.
Although trailers towed behind motorcycles have
become more popular, we know of no data that
indicate their effect on motorcycle behavior. Most
motorcycle manufacturers warn against their use,
however.
Users may install aftermarket components or
make modifications that their motorcycles were
not designed for or tested with. They may combine modifications that were not designed to be
together and when combined have unforeseen effects on the performance of the vehicle. Riders
may also fail to understand all the consequences
of a change. Some changes also lend themselves

to misuse. Adding a cargo compartment or a luggage rack at the rear of the motorcycle, for example,
may allow the user to place too much weight there
despite labels warning against it. A change in
weight distribution can significantly alter how a
motorcycle handles.
The Hurt Report showed that modified vehicles
were over-represented in crashes. However, the
types of vehicles created by the modifications specified in that study—known then as
semi-choppers—now constitute the two largest
subcategories of original equipment street motorcycle: sportbikes and cruisers. Because a motorcycle
created by an aftermarket or user-created modification is much different than one built by a
manufacturer, the current situation has changed
too much for that aspect of the study to be relevant. The Hurt Report also found street motorcycles
with modified exhaust systems were over-represented in crashes.
As with original equipment, the quality and safety
of most aftermarket components have steadily
improved, although seemingly they haven’t reached
the levels of original equipment components yet.
Users have access to more information of such products from manufacturers than in the past, and the
user is likely to be better informed of the possible
drawbacks to the modification. The liability
climate has also made suppliers and installers more
cautious about modifying motorcycles.
Some of the most questionable modifications that
were popular during the era the Hurt Report was
conducted, such as removing the front brake, have
fallen out of style. It is not clear, therefore, if
modifications are still a significant factor in motorcycle crashes.

Motorcycle Factors

ISSUE STATEMENT

The modifications favored by motorcyclists
change with technology, fashion, and other factors, which makes most specific regulations
unfeasible. Some countries, such as Germany, require that prior to any sale of a motorcycle, any of
its modifications must be tested and certified. Although this may prevent some crashes, it may also
cause some by limiting the riders’ access to superior tires, brakes, suspension, and other
components.
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Vehicle Modifications

WHERE WE WANT TO BE
The current role of vehicle modifications in motorcycle crashes should be better understood.
All aftermarket vendors should make safety a
priority in the development of motorcycle accessories.

HOW TO GET THERE
Any future studies of crash causation should certainly examine the role of modifications to
motorcycles, particularly major changes such as
chassis modifications, sidecars, and trailers. Since
some alterations may be under-represented in motorcycle crashes, that issue should also be
addressed. Education of riders may be a better approach to dealing with modification-related
problems than regulations.

RECOMMENDATIONS
• Study the role of modifications in current motorcycle crashes.

Motorcycle Factors

• Educate users about how modifications and loads can change the operating characteristics
of their motorcycles.
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Conspicuity
Motorcyclists who are conspicuous are underrepresented in crashes.

WHERE WE ARE
A common complaint of street riders is that other
motorists fail to observe them. Motorists who violate motorcyclists’ right-of-way frequently state,
“I didn’t see him,” or “He came out of nowhere”
(Hurt, 1981).
The problem of other motorists failing to observe motorcyclists apparently exists on several
levels (see Motorist Awareness, page 31). An important Hurt Report finding was that conspicuous
motorcycles and riders were less likely to have their
right-of-way violated by other vehicles.
A variety of recognized tactics exists to make
motorcycles and their riders more conspicuous:
lighting, surface color and size, and rider traffic
strategy.
Lighting factors include:
• Since 1979, most motorcycles sold in the
United States have been equipped with automatic-on headlamps to meet some state
requirements. This seems to have been an
effective method of making them more conspicuous and reducing right-of-way violations.
Currently, 86 percent of motorcycles on the
road have their headlights on during daytime
(Turner, 2000).

• Headlight modulators, which cause the light to
alternate between a higher and a lower intensity during the day, also increase conspicuity
(Hurt, 1981). Headlight modulators are
federally regulated lighting devices and as
such, all state laws governing them are preempted. Motorcycle headlight modulators have
not been studied to determine their effects
on other motorists.
• Many modern street bikes are equipped with
position lamps in their front turn signals.
This may help other motorists to identify the
vehicle as a motorcycle and to better judge its
distance and speed.
• Few motorcycles have more than single-point
rear lighting, though multiple lights at the
rear would seem to offer similar benefits and
also provide redundancy for the single taillight.
The color of and equipment on a motorcycle can
play a significant conspicuity role.
• Motorcycles equipped with additional frontal
bodywork (fairings which protect the rider
from wind and weather) were found to be
under-represented in crashes where motorists
violated the motorcyclist’s right-of-way. The
larger the fairing and the brighter the color,
the more effective it seemed to be in preventing other vehicles’ right-of-way violations
(Hurt, 1981).

• In the cruising and touring categories, auxiliary headlights, usually of reduced wattage,
are gaining popularity. Many sportbikes are
equipped with dual headlights.

• During the period of study for the Hurt Report,
most fairings were aftermarket accessories
added to motorcycles for touring comfort. By
the late 1980s, most manufacturers offered
some motorcycles with fairings as original
equipment. In addition, most sportbikes have
smaller, more aerodynamic fairings, that tend
to be more brightly colored and often have
elaborate graphic designs. Whether the newer
sport-style fairings have a significant effect
on conspicuity is not known.

• Recently, some automobiles have started using
daytime running lamps (DRL), which may
reduce the effectiveness of motorcycle
automatic-on headlamps.

• One of the easiest and most effective ways for
a motorcyclist to be seen by other motorists is
by wearing brightly colored, upper-torso clothing and/or retro-reflective material. However,

• Using the high beam of a motorcycle’s headlight during the day also helps to prevent
violations of the motorcyclist’s right-of-way
(Hurt, 1981).

Motorcycle Factors

ISSUE STATEMENT
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only a minority of motorcyclists choose such
brightly colored apparel, whether for fashion
or other reasons.
• Social and fashion pressures are apparently a
powerful reason for not wearing brightly
colored clothing. Although sportbike riders,
who imitate racers, have largely accepted
bright colors, the larger cruiser category
chooses apparel in almost nothing but inconspicuous black. Other categories often choose
other hard-to-see colors such as gray, beige,
and other neutral colors. The olive-drab and
camouflage apparel that the Hurt Report found
over-represented in the typical right-of-wayviolation crash is still worn.
• Manufacturers and distributors of helmets
confirm that more than half of the motorcycle
helmets sold for street use in the United
States are black, which seems to be chosen
primarily for fashion.
Rider traffic strategy strongly affects visibility
(see Rider Education & Training, page 17 and Lane
Use, page 51).

Motorcycle Factors

WHERE WE WANT TO BE
We want motorcyclists to be aware of how
conspicuity issues affect their safety and prepare
accordingly.

We would like states to reconsider regulations
that prohibit proven and safe conspicuityenhancing modifications to lighting systems.

HOW TO GET THERE
Education of motorcyclists to overcome their resistance to employing conspicuity strategies is
needed. Protective apparel manufacturers can help
by promoting conspicuity in their advertising and
in their apparel designs. Efforts that focus on peer
acceptance of conspicuous colors are also suggested.
Research is needed into the matters of
conspicuity and why motorcyclists are overlooked
by other motorists. Programs should be implemented based on the findings to correct this.
• Research that explores the reasons why drivers
fail to observe motorcyclists despite attempts
to be more visible should be a high priority.
• Information about specific high-conspicuity
colors and the uniqueness of applying them to
specific locations on the bike or rider would be
useful to riders seeking greater conspicuity.
• DRL usage on cars may influences the environment and effectiveness of motorcycle
automatic-on headlamps and warrants
investigation.
• Motorcycle lighting should be studied to find
safe ways to increase conspicuity and enhance
recognition during the day and at night.

RECOMMENDATIONS
• Conduct research to determine why other motorists fail to see and identify motorcyclists
and implement countermeasures.
• Encourage motorcyclists to enhance their conspicuity.
• Encourage manufacturers to make motorcycle apparel and parts conspicuous.
• Reconsider state requirements that prohibit safe conspicuity-enhancing modifications,
including safe modification to lighting systems.
• Conduct research on the effect of automobile DRL on motorcycle safety.
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Lane Use
Motorcyclists, who have significant room to
maneuver while riding within a traffic lane, can
use this margin to position themselves for maximum visibility to other motorists while maintaining
safety and control of the traffic situation.

WHERE WE ARE
The relatively narrow width of a motorcycle on
the road allows its rider to employ many strategies not available to drivers of other vehicles.
• Motorcyclists can choose their position within
their lane to avoid road surface hazards, other
vehicles, pedestrians or other mobile hazards,
intrusions, or potential intrusions into their
right-of-way.
• Motorcyclists may seek positions where they
are in view of other drivers and pedestrians.
• Motorcyclists may select a position that
maximizes their view of the road and traffic
ahead.
All states permit motorcycles to use high occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes with a single rider on
the motorcycle. Limited studies evaluating this
practice have shown no traffic or safety problems
(Jernigan, 1995).
A motorcycle’s narrow width can allow it to pass
between lanes of stopped or slow-moving cars on
roadways where the lanes are wide enough to offer an adequate gap. This option can provide an
escape route for motorcyclists who would otherwise be trapped or struck from behind. There is

evidence (Hurt, 1981) that traveling between lanes
of stopped or slow-moving cars (i.e., lane splitting) on multiple-lane roads (such as interstate
highways) slightly reduces crash frequency compared with staying within the lane and moving
with other traffic. Although lane splitting is allowed in just a few areas of the United States,
notably California, it appears to be worthy of further study because it offers a means of reducing
congestion in addition to possible safety benefits.
It is widely used in many other countries.

WHERE WE WANT TO BE
All motorcyclists should be aware of the value of
lane positioning to maximize their visibility to other
motorists and better manage traffic situations.
We would like to have additional research to provide information about the safety or dangers of
lane splitting.

HOW TO GET THERE
A well conceived lane-position strategy can
greatly increase the safety of a motorcyclist, particularly in traffic. More motorcyclists and other
motorists need to be apprised of such strategies
through rider training and safety messages in the
media and methods such as registration renewal
flyers.
More research is needed to verify the benefits or
hazards of lane splitting.

Motorcycle Factors

ISSUE STATEMENT

RECOMMENDATIONS
• Study the safety implications of lane splitting.
• Educate motorcyclists about lane-use strategies, including HOV lane usage.
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ISSUE STATEMENT
Roadway design, maintenance, and construction
are generally directed toward the needs of multiwheel vehicles, with the needs of motorcycles often
addressed as an afterthought.

WHERE WE ARE
Poor road design and maintenance contribute
to motorcycle crashes, injuries, and fatalities. A
variety of common road conditions and design factors can pose hazards to motorcyclists. Debris on
the road can also cause a motorcycle to crash. In
addition, roadside objects may create an injury
mechanism for a motorcyclist.
• Current highway standards permit pavement
ridges of up to 1.5 inches without tapering,
which pose a significant hazard to motorcycles.
• Potholes are a hazard that can cause motorcycle crashes.
• Slick materials that interfere with traction are
applied to road surfaces with increasing
frequency. A motorcycle’s traction can be
seriously compromised by bituminous rubberized asphalt sealer used for crack repair and
plasticized adhesive pavement-marking tape.
• Fluid spills can cause loss of traction and a
resulting crash.
• Roadway debris poses a greater hazard to
motorcycles than to larger vehicles. Debris
can deflect a motorcycle’s wheel when it is
struck.

• Many roadside barriers designed to retain cars
and reduce injuries to automobile occupants
are deadly to motorcyclists who collide with
them. Wire-rope barriers are one example, but
a motorcycle or the body of a fallen motorcyclist can also strike portions of other barrier
designs in ways that an automobile cannot,
causing severe injuries. Other roadside fixtures, such as signage, which may yield when
struck by a car, can injure a motorcyclist who
hits them. Even curbs can be deadly to a
fallen rider who slides into them.

Environmental Factors

Roadway Characteristics

• Current work-zone signage practices may not
adequately address the safety needs of motorcyclists.

WHERE WE WANT TO BE
We would like road design, construction, and
maintenance procedures to accommodate the safety
needs of motorcyclists.
Motorcyclists should have the skills necessary
to detect and avoid roadway hazards (see Crash
Avoidance Skills, page 23).

HOW TO GET THERE
Roadway engineers and other traffic designers
need to elevate the placement of motorcycle safety
dynamics as a consideration in design, construction, and maintenance of roadways at all levels of
oversight—federal, state, county, and local. This
may also benefit the safety of other vehicles.

• Metal road surface components, either temporary or permanent, offer almost no traction,
and when wet, may also be the most difficult
to see.
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Roadway Characteristics

RECOMMENDATIONS
• Identify and prioritize roadway hazards to motorcycle operation.
• Develop and revise highway standards on all levels—federal, state, county, and local—to
reflect the needs of motorcyclists and encourage motorcycle-friendly design, construction,
and maintenance procedures.
• Create a working group to recommend changes to highway standards to increase motorcycle
safety.
• Post specific warnings for motorcyclists where unavoidable hazards exist.
• Revise the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) so that signage better
communicates roadway or construction conditions that present hazards to motorcyclists.
• Educate motorcyclists about the hazards created by common roadway defects and maintenance methods. Emphasize riding skills required to negotiate these hazards through
education and training.
• Take steps to remove slippery sealants and repair substances applied to road surfaces.
• Educate road design and maintenance personnel about conditions that pose hazards to
motorcyclists.

Environmental Factors

• Reduce roadway debris such as that resulting from uncovered loads and shorn retreads.
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Other Vehicle Design
ISSUE STATEMENT
The design of other vehicles plays a role in motorcycle safety. For example, mirror design may
compromise visibility. Vehicle height may obscure
a motorcyclist’s ability to survey the surrounding
traffic environment.

WHERE WE ARE

DRL on automobiles may reduce the effectiveness of operating motorcycles’ headlights during
the day as a conspicuity measure.
The spray from vehicles, especially heavy trucks,
on wet roads may adversely affect a motorcyclist’s
vision.

WHERE WE WANT TO BE

There is little effort to design or test other vehicles to increase motorcyclist safety.

We want consideration for motorcycles to be incorporated into the design of other vehicles.

There are increasing numbers of tall vehicles on
the road. Tall vehicles obscure a motorcyclist’s view
of the environment and surrounding traffic. They
also obscure other drivers’ views of motorcycles.
In a collision with a tall vehicle, a motorcyclist is
less likely to vault over the vehicle after the collision than in a collision with a lower vehicle.

We would like motorcyclists to be aware of how
other vehicle design may affect their safety and
adjust riding strategies accordingly.

Blind spots on automobiles and trucks make it
harder for drivers to see motorcyclists. Mirror design may compromise the ability of drivers to detect
motorcycles.
The design of other vehicles as it pertains to
injury agents also affects motorcycles when a crash
occurs.

HOW TO GET THERE
Undertake crash investigation research to determine which elements of other vehicle design
adversely affect motorcycle safety.
Encourage other vehicle designers to research
and consider how a specific vehicle design may
affect motorcycles and their riders.

RECOMMENDATIONS
• Educate motorcyclists about strategies to overcome the challenges that the designs of
other vehicles create in the traffic environment.
• Emphasize motorcycle safety issues as a consideration in the design of other vehicles.

Environmental Factors

• Investigate how the designs of other vehicles affect motorcycle safety.
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First Response
ISSUE STATEMENT
Despite the efforts to prevent motorcycle crashes,
they still occur. Providing rapid and appropriate
emergency medical response is vital to limit deaths
and disability resulting from these crashes.

WHERE WE ARE
Motorcyclists have predictable injury patterns
that emergency medical personnel may not always
recognize.
Issues, such as proper helmet removal technique,
are still misunderstood and may be incorrectly
handled by those who are first to aid an injured
motorcyclist.
While there are motorcycle-specific training programs for first responders and Emergency Medical
Technicians, these are not widely used and have
not been integrated with local trauma systems.

WHERE WE WANT TO BE
Emergency medical personnel training must include information specific to the medical needs of
injured motorcyclists.
We want motorcyclists and others to have available and take advantage of motorcycle-specific first
response training programs.

HOW TO GET THERE
Support the Emergency Medical Systems (EMS)
Agenda for the Future (NHTSA, 1996) and identify
opportunities to integrate principles of motorcycle
safety with its core content.
The motorcycle community should also work with
national Emergency Medical Services, emergency
medicine, and trauma groups to disseminate information and aid in developing training on the initial
care of injured motorcyclists to likely first responders. This training should include issues such as
helmet removal and other life-support techniques
for injured motorcyclists.

RECOMMENDATIONS
• Integrate a motorcyclist treatment component in emergency medical personnel training.
• Integrate a motorcyclist treatment component in first-aid/bystander care training and
encourage motorcyclists to obtain this training.

Environmental Factors

• Identify opportunities to utilize the EMS Agenda for the Future to promote motorcycle
safety.
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Intelligent Transportation Systems
The deployment of Intelligent Traffic Systems
(ITS) within traffic is rapidly increasing. Current
ITS and Intelligent Vehicle Initiative (IVI)
development efforts have generally ignored the
presence of motorcycles and their riders.

WHERE WE ARE
• Motorcycle safety has received little, if any,
consideration in the development and deployment of ITS technologies.
• The plan to accelerate deployment of vehiclebased ITS technologies, via DOT’s Intelligent
Vehicle Initiative, raises concerns that these
systems have not been adequately tested to
perform reliably in a mixed traffic environment
that includes motorcycles.

• Design ITS to increase motorist awareness of
motorcycles.
• Use ITS technologies to reduce violations of
motorcyclists’ right-of-way.
• Employ ITS to reduce EMS response times to
motorcycle crash scenes.

HOW TO GET THERE
The agencies and organizations responsible for
developing ITS technologies should ensure that
motorcycles are considered in design, evaluations,
and assessments prior to the deployment of these
technologies within the private and commercial
vehicle fleets.

• Research and development of ITS technologies
have been directed only toward the improvement of automobile safety. No research has
been directed toward the improvement of
motorcycle safety.

• Emphasis should be given to the reliable
detection of motorcycles by Automated Collision Warning Systems (ACWS) and Automated/
Adaptive Cruise Control. Coordinating participants should include the DOT Joint Program
Office on Intelligent Transportation Systems,
ITS America, NHTSA, ITS industry, motorcycle
industry, and motorcycle-user organizations.

• Motorist awareness of motorcycles remains a
pervasive safety issue (see Motorist Awareness, page 31) and ITS technologies are
essentially awareness-enhancement tools for
the motorist. Therefore, a tremendous opportunity exists to apply these technologies
toward the improvement of motorcycling
safety through technology-enhanced motorist
awareness. This opportunity is being ignored.

• Identify and prioritize motorcycle safety issues
that may be addressed through the application
of ITS technologies. Conduct research to
determine the impact these technologies may
have toward improving motorcycle safety.
Foster development and deployment of those
technologies that have a positive impact on
motorcycle safety. Suggested topics for further
research include:

WHERE WE WANT TO BE
We want to ensure that motorcycling safety is
enhanced—or at the least not compromised—by
deployment of ITS/IVI technologies. By considering motorcycles and motorcyclists in the design
and deployment of ITS technologies, it should be
possible to enhance motorcycling safety in
various ways.

1. Application of ACWS toward the mitigation
of multivehicle collisions involving motorcycles; more specifically the reduction of
the left-hand turn in front of an approaching motorcycle. According to NHTSA
(FARS, 1998) nearly half of all motorcycle
fatality crashes are multivehicle; 36 percent
of these are left-hand turns in front of an
approaching motorcycle.

Environmental Factors

ISSUE STATEMENT
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Intelligent Transportation Systems

2. Study the feasibility and benefits of equipping motorcycles with automated collision
notification systems for the purpose of
reducing EMS response time in the case of
a motorcycle crash. Participants should

include the DOT Joint Program Office on
Intelligent Transportation Systems, ITS
America, NHTSA, ITS industry, the motorcycle industry, and motorcycle rider
organizations.

RECOMMENDATION

Environmental Factors

• Include motorcycles in the design and deployment of Intelligent Transportation Systems.
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Summary of Recommendations
The National Agenda for Motorcycle Safety recommends the following:

URGENT Recommendations
Research in Motorcycle Crashes (page 9)
• Immediate action should be taken by government and industry to address the critical
questions in motorcycle safety through comprehensive, in-depth studies as well as studies
focused on specific topics.
Motorcyclist Alcohol & Other Impairment (page 25)
• Continue to discourage mixing alcohol and other drugs with motorcycling.
Personal Protective Equipment (page 27)
• Use effective strategies to increase the use of FMVSS 218 compliant helmets.
Motorist Awareness (page 31)
• Educate operators of other vehicles to be more conscious of the presence of motorcyclists.

ESSENTIAL Recommendations
Research in Motorcycle Crashes (page 9)
• To better utilize data collected by law enforcement personnel, a uniform traffic crash report
for police officers should be developed and deployed. A similar format should also be
developed for emergency medical services reports. This will permit meaningful comparisons
among jurisdictions. All concerned parties should share the resulting information.
• Mechanisms for building academic and funding capacity for ongoing and future motorcycle
safety research should be explored.
Motorcyclist Attitudes (page 15)
• Study factors that affect and shape motorcyclists’ attitudes and behavior and how they
affect crash involvement.
• Using information about how motorcyclists form attitudes about safety issues, create
programs that reduce dangerous behavior and reinforce safe behavior.
Rider Education & Training (page 17)
• Expand motorcycle safety programs to accommodate all who need or seek training.
• Conduct uniform follow-up research into the effectiveness and impact of rider education
and training.
• Merge rider education and training and licensing functions to form one-stop operations.
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Summary of Recommendations

ESSENTIAL Recommendations (continued)
Licensing (page 21)
• Commission studies to ensure that licensing tests measure skills and behaviors required for
crash avoidance.
• Identify and remove barriers to obtaining a motorcycle endorsement.
• Develop and implement programs to allow all state motorcycle safety programs to issue
motorcycle endorsements immediately upon successful completion of rider training courses.
• Enforce penalties for operating a motorcycle without a proper endorsement.
• Encourage states and jurisdictions to provide motorcycle specific training to license
examiners administering testing for motorcyclists.
Crash Avoidance Skills (page 23)
• Conduct research to determine which rider crash avoidance skills are most important.
• Develop countermeasures in training, license testing, and motorcycle technology to address
any current crash avoidance deficiencies.
• Evaluate effectiveness of rider education and training in developing crash avoidance skills.
Motorcyclist Alcohol & Other Impairment (page 25)
• Study how alcohol, drugs and other substances, including over-the-counter medications,
can affect a motorcyclist’s operating skills.
• Study the alcohol, drug and other substance use patterns of motorcyclists.
• Educate law enforcement about unique alcohol-related behavior of motorcyclists.
• Encourage partnerships with groups already involved in alcohol/substance abuse issues
related to motor vehicle crashes, e.g., Mothers Against Drunk Driving (MADD), Students
Against Destructive Decisions (SADD).
Personal Protective Equipment (page 27)
• Educate motorcyclists about the value of protective apparel by providing an information
source on related research and a forum for the exchange of information.
• Find ways to more effectively communicate the benefits of helmet use and work toward
making voluntary use of FMVSS 218 compliant helmets more widely accepted.
• Use effective strategies to ensure that all helmets in use meet FMVSS 218.
• Revise FMVSS 218.
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Summary of Recommendations

ESSENTIAL Recommendations (continued)
Motorist Awareness (page 31)
• Remind motorcyclists that they may be overlooked and provide defensive strategies for
overcoming this situation.
• Include questions regarding motorcyclists on driver’s license tests and include information
in driving manuals.
• Include the completion of a motorcyclist awareness class in sanctions against motorists
found guilty of violating a motorcyclist’s right-of-way.
• Adequate funding needs to be devoted to the development and implementation of motorist
awareness issues.
Insurance Industry Involvement (page 33)
• Insurers should write policies that stipulate that coverage or certain portions of coverage
are not valid if the owner permits an unlicensed or improperly licensed operator to use the
motorcycle.
Enforcement & Adjudication (page 35)
• Educate law enforcement and judicial officials about unique motorcycle safety issues and
resources.
• Encourage inclusion of law enforcement officials in Motorcycle Safety Program Assessments.
• Develop and implement standardized data gathering and reporting for motorcycle crashes.
• Include motorcycle crash investigation procedures in the basic course given to crash
investigators.
• Appropriate sanctions should be applied to those found guilty of contributing to motorcycle
crashes. The sanctions, such as mandatory attendance at a motorcycle awareness course,
would be designed to expand knowledge of motorcycle issues.
Traffic Safety Community Attitude (page 37)
• Traffic safety organizations outside of the motorcycling community can better influence
motorcycle safety issues by becoming more educated about motorcycle safety issues and
adopt them where applicable.
• Increase funding for motorcycle safety programs by elevating their importance to state
highway safety offices.
• Representatives of the motorcycle safety community should be integrated into the larger
highway safety community to improve cooperative efforts.
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Summary of Recommendations

ESSENTIAL Recommendations (continued)
Motorcycle Design (page 43)
• Conduct research to determine how current motorcycle designs affect crash and injury
causation.
• Implement the use of available tire and wheel technology and explore technology, such as
run-flat tires, to reduce frequency of loss-of-control crashes caused by puncture flats.
Braking (page 45)
• Study the effectiveness of linked and antilock braking in the field. If these technologies
prove valuable, deploy them more widely.
Conspicuity (page 49)
• Conduct research to determine why other motorists fail to see and identify motorcyclists
and implement countermeasures.
• Encourage motorcyclists to enhance their conspicuity.
• Encourage manufacturers to make motorcycle apparel and parts conspicuous.
• Reconsider state requirements that prohibit safe conspicuity-enhancing modifications,
including safe modification to lighting systems.
Lane Use (page 51)
• Study the safety implications of lane splitting.
Roadway Characteristics (page 53)
• Identify and prioritize roadway hazards to motorcycle operation.
• Develop and revise highway standards on all levels—federal, state, county, and local—to
reflect the needs of motorcyclists and encourage motorcycle-friendly design, construction,
and maintenance procedures.
• Create a working group to recommend changes to highway standards to increase motorcycle
safety.
• Post specific warnings for motorcyclists where unavoidable hazards exist.
• Revise the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) so that signage better communicates roadway or construction conditions that present hazards to motorcyclists.
• Educate motorcyclists about the hazards created by common roadway defects and maintenance methods. Emphasize riding skills required to negotiate these hazards through
education and training.
• Take steps to remove slippery sealants and repair substances applied to road surfaces.
• Educate road design and maintenance personnel about conditions that pose hazards to
motorcyclists.
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ESSENTIAL Recommendations (continued)
Other Vehicle Design (page 55)
• Educate motorcyclists about strategies to overcome the challenges that the designs of other
vehicles create in the traffic environment.
First Response (page 57)
• Integrate a motorcyclist treatment component in emergency medical personnel training.
• Integrate a motorcyclist treatment component in first-aid/bystander care training and
encourage motorcyclists to obtain this training.
Intelligent Transportation Systems (page 59)
• Include motorcycles in the design and deployment of Intelligent Transportation Systems.

NECESSARY Recommendations
Conveying Research Information to Users (page 13)
• Create a clearinghouse to distribute current, practical information about motorcycle safety
based on recent research.
• Develop research-based safety information that can be used easily by the consumer media
and in rider education and training systems.
• Explore public service announcements, advertising in enthusiast and near-enthusiast media,
and any other viable avenues for distributing safety information.
Rider Education & Training (page 17)
• Increase the number of states conducting Motorcycle Safety Program Assessments.
• Establish benchmarks for rider education and training effectiveness and program operation
excellence.
• Explore the effectiveness of on-street training.
Licensing (page 21)
• Develop an enhanced motorcycle licensing model using appropriate GDL concepts and
evaluate its effectiveness.
Crash Avoidance Skills (page 23)
• Evaluate the need for motorcycle simulator skills training.
• Examine technological approaches such as pre-crash warning and avoidance systems to
enhance crash prevention.
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Summary of Recommendations

NECESSARY Recommendations

(continued)

Personal Protective Equipment (page 27)
• Conduct research regarding protective apparel effectiveness, and consider development or
adoption of existing standards, if research justifies.
Insurance Industry Involvement (page 33)
• Collect, organize, analyze, and distribute motorcycle-specific loss data from insurers to
better understand safety issues, and to educate riders and other motorists on motorcycling
safety issues.
• Develop guidelines for insurers to tie approved training, licensing, and safe-riding practices
to premium reductions.
Braking (page 45)
• Use information from research to implement other braking-related countermeasures.
• Provide additional training and education on proper braking and panic-braking techniques.
Vehicle Modifications (page 47)
• Study the role of modifications in current motorcycle crashes.
• Educate users about how modifications and loads can change the operating characteristics
of their motorcycles.
Conspicuity (page 49)
• Conduct research on the effect of automobile DRL on motorcycle safety.
Lane Use (page 51)
• Educate motorcyclists about lane-use strategies, including HOV lane usage.
Roadway Characteristics (page 53)
• Reduce roadway debris such as that resulting from uncovered loads and shorn retreads.
Other Vehicle Design (page 55)
• Emphasize motorcycle safety issues as a consideration in the design of other vehicles.
• Investigate how the designs of other vehicles affect motorcycle safety.
First Response (page 57)
• Identify opportunities to utilize the EMS Agenda for the Future to promote motorcycle
safety.
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Members of the Technical Working Group
Art Friedman
Editor, Motorcycle Cruiser magazine
Emap USA, Inc. Publishing
Art Friedman has been riding motorcycles for more than 35 years, amassing more than 1.5
million miles of street riding. He also spent 14 years roadracing motorcycles semi-professionally.
He rides a motorcycle daily.
After graduating Beloit College in 1971, he started his career as a motorcycle journalist in
1972 at Cycle News, a weekly newspaper. In 1974, he moved to Cycle Guide magazine. In 1978,
he was hired at Petersen Publishing Company (now Emap USA, Inc.) first on the editorial staff of
Motorcyclist, which during his tenure became the largest U.S. magazine devoted exclusively to
street motorcycles. In 1993 he oversaw the launch of Sport Rider magazine. After 13 years as
Motorcyclist’s editor-in-chief, he started a companion title, Motorcycle Cruiser, where he
currently serves as editor.
As editor of Motorcyclist, Friedman made riding skills and safety features a standard
component of that magazine’s format, and motorcycle safety continues to be a regular part of
Motorcycle Cruiser.

Steve Garets
Director
Team Oregon Motorcycle Safety Program
Steve Garets has been an active year-round motorcycle rider since 1963. He came into motorcycle safety in 1981 as an advocate for education and training. His involvement has included
rider and instructor training, motor officer training, curricula development, community and
state rider training program development and administration, licensing system development,
license examiner training, state rider training program assessment, and
all-terrain vehicle (ATV) rider, instructor and chief instructor training.
Garets is a member of the Transportation Research Board subcommittee on motorcycles and a
past Executive Committee member and Chairman of the National Association of State Motorcycle
Safety Administrators (SMSA). He is also a past member of the Oregon Governor’s Motorcycle
Safety Advisory Committee.
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Kathleen N. Jensen
Insurance Services Counsel
National Association of Independent Insurers
Kathleen Jensen has worked in the property/casualty insurance industry for more than 15
years. She is currently Insurance Services Counsel for the National Association of Independent
Insurers (NAII) and is the staff liasion for the NAII Motorcycle Insurance Committee. The NAII
is a national insurance trade association representing more than 675 property and casualty
insurance companies across the country. NAII member companies range from large national
companies to regional companies to companies writing in a single state. The association was
created to promote the economic, legislative and public standing of its members and the insurance industry, to provide a forum for discussion of problems which are of common concern to its
members, to keep members informed of regulatory and legislative developments, and to serve
the public interest through appropriate activities, including the promotion of safety and
security of persons and property. The member companies of the association include more than
50 of the property casualty insurance companies that write motorcycle insurance in the U.S.
Prior to joining the NAII, Jensen worked for CNA Insurance in Chicago, Illinois and Zurich
Insurance in Schaumburg, Illinois.

Sean Maher
Legislative Affairs Specialist
American Motorcyclist Association
Sean Maher has been with the staff of the American Motorcyclist Association’s (AMA)
Government Relations Department since 1995. As a Legislative Affairs Specialist, his primary
focus is on street motorcycling issues and policies. Maher is the AMA representative to the
Intelligent Transportation Society of America (ITS America) and is active on both the Safety and
Human Factors Committee, and Advanced Vehicle Control and Safety Systems Committee.
Maher holds a Bachelor of Arts degree in Political Science from Ohio State University.

Ralph Martin
Captain
Colorado State Patrol
Ralph Martin has been a member of the Colorado State Patrol since 1970. He has a degree in
the Administration of Justice and in 1981 graduated from the Traffic Police Administration
Training Program at the Northwestern University Traffic Institute.
Captain Martin has served as a field troop commander and is currently Officer In Charge of the
Patrol’s Operational Development Section at State Patrol Headquarters. He is also coordinator of
the Patrol’s Drug Recognition Expert (DRE) Program.
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Robert L. Muelleman
Chief, Section of Emergency
Nebraska Health Systems
Robert L. Muelleman, M.D., FACEP, is Medical Director for Emergency Medical Services for
Nebraska Health Systems and Professor and Section Chief of Emergency Medicine for University
of Nebraska Medical Center. He has been involved in motorcycle safety and rural motor vehicle
research and most recently has worked on the Safe Communities program with NHTSA
Region VII.

Robert Rasor
Vice President, Government Relations
American Motorcyclist Association
Robert Rasor is the Vice President of Government Relations for the American Motorcyclist
Association (AMA). He has been with the association for 26 years and has played an important
role in promoting safe motorcycling and providing strong representation and advocacy for the
AMA’s 264,000 members. He also serves as the President of the Commission for Mobility,
Transport, Road Safety, Industry and Public Affairs for the Fédération International de Motocyclisme
(FIM), the world governing body for motorcycle sport.
He has a Bachelor of Science degree in Business Administration, Economics and Sociology
from Morehead State University. In his more than 35 years of motorcycling involvement, he has
been an amateur motocross racer and toured extensively in the U.S., Canada, and Mexico.

David Thom
Senior Program Manager
Head Protection Research Laboratory
David Thom has been riding motorcycles, both on- and off-highway since 1970, when a
friend introduced him to what would become a lifelong pursuit. He is a believer in rider training
and has taken the MSF Experienced RiderCourse several times.
Professor Harry Hurt recruited Thom from a motorcycle dealership for the research team
doing the Hurt Report at the University of Southern California in 1977. This began his career in
the study of motorcycle safety, injury mechanisms and protective gear that continues today at
the Head Protection Research Laboratory. While at USC, he earned a Bachelor and Master of
Science in Safety Science.
His research over the years includes studies of rider braking performance, motorcycle
conspicuity, car driver attention, helmet crash performance, retention system design, testing
and standards, and how people get hurt in motorcycle crashes.
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Lonnie J. Westphal
Chief
Colorado State Patrol
Lonnie Westphal joined the Colorado State Patrol in 1974. He was promoted to Sergeant in
1978, Lieutenant in 1981, Captain in 1983, Major in 1991 and Lieutenant Colonel in 1992.
He was given his current appointment, to the rank of Colonel, and position of Chief of the
Colorado State Patrol in 1995.
Colonel Westphal holds a Master of Arts degree in Public Administration from the University of
Denver. He is a former board member for the State Patrol Protective Association, a former
member of the board of officers for the Colorado Council of Law Enforcement Associations, an
active member of the International Association of Chiefs of Police, a former International Chair
of the Police Traffic Services Committee of the American Association of Motor Vehicle Administrators, a graduate of the National Executive Institute of the Federal Bureau of Investigation,
and graduate of the John F. Kennedy school of Government for Senior Executives at
Harvard University.

Steve Zimmer
Motorcyclist-Rights Activist
Steve Zimmer began riding street motorcycles while serving in the U.S. Navy. Riding for
recreation and transportation, he has covered 23 states and gone from coast to coast and border
to border. He holds a Bachelor of Arts in Psychology and Sociology from the University
of Missouri.
Zimmer has been active in the motorcyclist-rights movement since early 1983 when he joined
Freedom of Road Riders of Missouri (FORR). He served as State Newsletter Editor for FORR and
held several local positions including Vice President and Central Committee Representative.
At the end of 1989, he assumed the vacated position of State Legislative Coordinator and began
lobbying in the Missouri State Capitol for FORR.
At the end of 1997, Zimmer was named Vice President of Government Relations for the
Motorcycle Riders Foundation in Washington, D.C., serving in that capacity until June of 2000.
He currently enjoys riding in the Mid-Atlantic region and plans to continue working for the
advancement and protection of motorcycling and motorcyclists.
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Glossary
Antilock braking system (ABS): A braking system that prevents wheels from locking during
braking.
Armor: Padding, hard-shelled material or other impact-absorbing material fitted to a motorcyclist’s
apparel. Performance standards exist in Europe for such materials.
Asphalt sealer: Material used to fill and repair cracks in asphalt paving. Materials currently used
often create a slick surface that can cause a motorcycle to lose traction.
Automatic-on headlamp: A motorcycle headlamp that is automatically illuminated when the engine
is started—also known as daytime running lamp. Required by regulation in many states since 1973
and consequently installed on virtually all street bikes sold in the U.S.
Brake: To stop or slow a motorcycle using the brakes. See also Panic-brake.
Café-racer: Customized motorcycle built in the style currently categorized as a sportbike; popular in
the 1970s and early 1980s.
Corner (or cornering): To negotiate a turn in the road. A motorcycle must lean to do so.
Daytime running lamps (DRL): Frontal lighting used to enhance daytime conspicuity of motor
vehicles including motorcycles.
DOT: U.S. Department of Transportation
Fairing: Frontal bodywork on a motorcycle intended to make the vehicle more aerodynamic and/or
reduce wind pressure on the rider.
FMVSS 218: U.S. Department of Transportation Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard No. 218
Motorcycle Helmets.
FMVSS 218 compliant helmet: A motorcycle helmet that complies with U.S. Department of
Transportation Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard No. 218 (FMVSS 218) for motorcycle helmets.
Front suspension: Often called the “fork” or “forks” because most motorcycles use designs with two
parallel legs.
Hurt Report: A study of 900 motorcycle crashes titled Motorcycle Accident Cause Factors and
Identification of Countermeasures, authored by H.H. Hurt et al., in 1981. Conducted in the late
1970s, it is considered the most comprehensive study of motorcycle crash causation to date.
Lane splitting: Passing between lanes of stopped or slower-moving vehicles on a motorcycle. Not
permitted in most of the U.S., it is allowed in many other countries and may provide a safety
benefit. Also called “lane sharing.”
Linked braking: Motorcycle braking systems that use a single control to operate both front and
rear brakes.
Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD): Contains all national design, application, and
placement standards for traffic control devices, including signs, signals, and pavement markings.
The MUTCD is published by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) under 23 Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR), Part 655, Subpart F.
Motorcycle safety: Reducing motorcycling crashes, injuries and fatalities through risk management
and countermeasures.
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Glossary

Overbrake: Applying too much force to a brake during a stop, which causes a wheel to stop turning.
This can result in loss of directional control (particularly if the rear wheel stops rolling) or upset the
motorcycle and cause a crash (a common result of overbraking the front wheel).
Panic-brake: An emergency stop, requiring hard, effective controlled brake application, so called
because it is often conducted during a moment of panic.
Position lamps: Additional filaments in a motorcycle’s front turn-signal assemblies that act as fulltime running lights to increase conspicuity, distance perception by other drivers, and awareness.
Risk management: The practice of planning for and reducing risk.
Semi-chopper: A motorcycle customized in the style currently categorized as cruiser. In the 1970s,
such machines frequently included lengthened front suspension.
Swerve (or swerving): To rapidly change direction, normally employed to avoid an obstacle.
Tiered licensing: A licensing system that provides for operating restrictions based upon motorcycle
engine displacement.
Tubeless tire: A tire that retains air without an inner tube. An inner tube (used on a tube-type tire)
is necessary to retain air pressure when the wheel design or the tire cannot do so. However, an inner
tube typically deflates rapidly when punctured, and this sudden deflation can cause a quick reduction
of control on a motorcycle. A tubeless tire typically deflates much more slowly, providing a
motorcyclist with warning before control is reduced significantly. Whether a tube-type or tubeless
tire is chosen normally depends on the kind of wheel to which it is fitted.
Tube-type tire: See Tubeless tire.
Underbrake: Failure to apply the brakes to their full capability, resulting in a longer than needed
stopping distance. This is usually caused by fear of the results of overbraking.
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Resources
American Association of Motor Vehicle Administrators (AAMVA)
4301 Wilson Blvd.
Suite 400
Arlington, VA 22203
Phone: (703) 522-4200
Fax: (703) 522-1553
www.aamva.org
Founded in 1933, the American Association of Motor Vehicle Administrators is a voluntary association
of public-service executives responsible for motor vehicle administration, driver-licensing issues and
the enforcement of state and national laws that govern the use of vehicles on the roads in the U.S. and
Canada. The association seeks to improve the administration of motor vehicle and law enforcement
agencies by providing educational forums for its jurisdictional members to exchange ideas; to more
effectively serve the driving public by encouraging jurisdictions to implement uniform laws and
regulations; and to foster excellence in service to its diverse customer base by providing jurisdictional
service delivery best practices.

American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO)
444 North Capitol St. NW
Suite 249
Washington, DC 20001
Phone: (202) 624-5800
Fax: (202) 624-5806
www.aashto.org
AASHTO is a nonprofit, nonpartisan association representing highway and transportation departments
in 50 states, the District of Columbia, and Puerto Rico. It is the only national public sector association
that represents all five transportation modes: air, highway, public transportation, rail, and water.
Its primary goal is to foster the development, operation, and maintenance of an integrated national
transportation system.
AASHTO develops voluntary standards and guidelines which are widely used in the design, construction,
maintenance, and operation of national highway and transportation facilities.
AASHTO publishes more than 100 manuals and specification guides covering such areas as
transportation, administration, safety, design, construction, and maintenance.

American Motorcyclist Association (AMA)
13515 Yarmouth Dr.
Pickerington, OH 43147
Phone: (614) 856-1900
Fax: (614) 856-1920
www.amadirectlink.com
The American Motorcyclist Association is a non-profit organization with a membership of more than
265,000 motorcycle enthusiasts. Established in 1924, the Association’s purpose is to pursue, protect
and promote the interests of motorcyclists, while serving the needs of its members.
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Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)
400 7th St. SW
Washington, DC 20590
Phone: (202) 366-0660
www.fhwa.dot.gov
FHWA is a part of the Department of Transportation and is headquartered in Washington, D.C., with field
offices across the U.S. Its mission is to create the best transportation system in the world for the
American people through proactive leadership, innovation, and excellence in service. FHWA provides
expertise, resources, and information to continually improve the quality of our nation’s highway system
and its intermodal connections. The FHWA performs its mission through these main programs:
• The Federal-Aid Highway Program provides federal financial assistance to the states to construct
and improve the National Highway System, urban and rural roads, and bridges. The program
provides funds for general improvements and development of safe highways and roads.
• The Federal Lands Highway Program provides access to and within national forests, national parks,
Indian reservations and other public lands by preparing plans, letting contracts, supervising
construction facilities, and conducting bridge inspections and surveys.

Head Protection Research Laboratory (HPRL)
6409 Alondra Blvd.
Paramount, CA 90723
Phone: (562) 529-3295
Fax: (562) 529-3297
www.hprl.org
The Head Protection Research Laboratory is a non-profit, public-benefit research organization. HPRL
was originally within the University of Southern California in Los Angeles. HPRL faculty and staff
conducted the 1981 DOT-NHTSA sponsored study of 900 motorcycle accidents in Los Angeles, and
continue to study motorcycle crashes and protective equipment in the U.S. and internationally.

International Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP)
515 N. Washington St.
Alexandria, VA 22314
Phone: (703) 836-6767 or (800) THE-IACP
Fax: (703) 836-4543
www.theiacp.org
The International Association of Chiefs of Police is the world’s oldest and largest non-profit membership
organization of police executives, with over 17,000 members in more than 100 different countries.
IACP’s leadership consists of the operating chief executives of international, federal, state, and local
agencies of all sizes.
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Motorcycle Safety Foundation (MSF)
2 Jenner St.
Suite 150
Irvine, CA 92618-3806
Phone: (949) 727-3227
Fax: (949) 727-4217
www.msf-usa.org
Since March 1973, the Motorcycle Safety Foundation (MSF) has set internationally recognized
standards of excellence in motorcycle safety. The MSF works with the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration, state governments, and other organizations such as the American Association of Motor
Vehicle Administrators, the International Association of Chiefs of Police, and the National Association
of State Motorcycle Safety Administrators to improve motorcyclist education and operator licensing.
The Motorcycle Safety Foundation is a national, non-profit organization sponsored by the U.S.
manufacturers and distributors of BMW, Ducati, Harley-Davidson, Honda, Kawasaki, Suzuki and Yamaha
motorcycles.

National Association of Governors’ Highway Safety Representatives (NAGHSR)
750 First St. NE
Suite 720
Washington, D.C. 20002-4241
Phone: (202) 789-0942
Fax: (202) 789-0946
www.naghsr.org
NAGHSR is the voice of the states in highway safety. This 501(c)(3) non-profit association
represents the highway safety programs of states and territories on the “human factors” of highway
safety. Such areas include occupant protection, impaired driving, speed enforcement, and motor
carrier, school bus, pedestrian, and bicycle safety. NAGHSR’s mission is to provide leadership in the
development of national policy to ensure effective highway safety programs.
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National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA)
400 Seventh St. SW
Washington, D.C. 20590
Phone: (888) 327-4236
www.nhtsa.dot.gov
NHTSA was established under the U.S. Department of Transportation by the Highway Safety Act of 1970,
as the successor to the National Highway Safety Bureau, to carry out safety programs under the National
Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act of 1966 and the Highway Safety Act of 1966. The Vehicle Safety Act
has subsequently been recodified under Title 49 of the U.S. Code in Chapter 301, Motor Vehicle Safety.
NHTSA also carries out consumer programs established by the Motor Vehicle Information and
Cost Savings Act of 1972, which has been recodified in various chapters under Title 49.
NHTSA is responsible for reducing deaths, injuries and economic losses resulting from motor vehicle
crashes. This is accomplished by setting and enforcing safety performance standards for motor vehicles
and motor vehicle equipment, and through grants to state and local governments to enable them to
conduct effective local highway safety programs.
NHTSA investigates safety defects in motor vehicles, sets and enforces fuel economy standards, helps
states and local communities reduce the threat of drunk drivers, promotes the use of safety belts, child
safety seats and air bags, investigates odometer fraud, establishes and enforces vehicle antitheft
regulations and provides consumer information on motor vehicle safety topics.
NHTSA also conducts research on driver behavior and traffic safety, to develop the most efficient and
effective means of bringing about safety improvements.

State Motorcycle Safety Administrators (SMSA)
8251 Main St. NE
Suite 102
Fridley, MN 55432
Phone: (763) 785-9242
Fax: (763) 784-1660
www.smsa.org
The National Association of State Motorcycle Safety Administrators (SMSA) was established by MSF in
1984 as a forum for the exchange of information among state-sponsored motorcycle-education
programs. The SMSA works to foster and promote state-administered motorcycle safety programs and to
represent concerns related to motorcycle safety by working cooperatively with those individuals and
organizations with an interest in motorcycle safety.
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Appendix A
Factors That Have Changed Since the Hurt Report
Since the data for the Hurt Report were collected, many components of the motorcycling and traffic
environment have changed. The following is a partial listing.
I.

Motorcycle engineering changes
A. Frame design and construction
B. New types of motorcycle (e.g., sportbikes) sold as original equipment
C. Suspension design
1. Front fork strength, stiffness, and geometry
2. Rear suspension change from two to one shock systems
D. Fuel tank design
E. Handlebar design and construction
F. Engine performance increases
G. Tire and wheel improvements
H. Brake efficiency improvements
1. Disc brakes more common
2. Interconnection of front and rear brake systems
3. Antilock braking system (ABS)
4. Hydraulic brakes
5. Linked brakes
I. Emissions systems introduced
J. Lighting changes
1. Daytime running lamps (DRL) since 1973
2. Integrated front parking lights
3. Higher performance headlamps

II. User population changes
A. Fewer total riders, higher percentage licensed
B. Maturing of motorcycle riding population
C. More females riding motorcycles
D. More widely available training
E. Changes in helmet use
F. Use of fake helmets in helmet law states
G. Fewer motorcycles registered
H. Changes in available protective apparel
I. Changes in use of protective apparel
J. Riders have information from Hurt Report available
III. Automobile engineering changes
A. Daytime running lamps (DRL)
B. Improved bumpers
C. More aerodynamic exteriors
D. ABS
E. Changing vehicle types, e.g., sport utility vehicles (SUV)
IV. Roadway Environmental changes
A. Roadside sound barriers
B. Animal diversion barriers
C. Rumble strips
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Appendix B
In-Depth Investigation of Motorcycle Crashes
Data Collected On-Scene:
Vehicle data
• Vehicle Identification Number (VIN), manufacturer, model, and cubic displacement
• Mechanical factors data, motorcycle and other vehicles
• Crash or injury related cause factors
• Motorcycle pre-crash motions
• Other vehicle pre-crash motions
• Motorcycle crash motions
• Other vehicle crash motions
• Motorcycle post-crash motions
• Associate vehicle injury sources
• Contribution of design or maintenance defects to crash or injury causation
• Vehicle speed for motorcycle and other vehicle
• Motorcycle lighting; headlamps, running lights, etc.
• Crash fire causes and burn injuries

Crash scene, environment
• Crash scene data
• Roadway motorcycle was traveling
• Roadway other vehicle was traveling
• Traffic and controls
• Verify crash configuration
• Preview crash cause factors
• Collision contribution of weather, view obstructions
• Collision contribution of roadway conditions and defects

Human factors, injury causation
• Rider background data
• Rider training and licensing
• Rider motorcycle experience, street and off-highway
• Collision avoidance performance
• Other vehicle driver background data
• Passenger contribution to crash causation
• Alcohol and drug involvement
• Detailed helmet analysis
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Appendix C
Objectives of the Common Methodology
The objectives of the international Common Methodology for In-Depth Motorcycle Crash Investigations
are to conduct motorcycle crash investigations that are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

On-scene, at or near the time of the accident
In-depth investigation and analysis
Multi-disciplinary: engineering, medical, motorcycle-qualified investigators
Multi-level
Include crash causation as well as injury causation factors
Include human, vehicle, and environmental factors and all possible interactions
Include identification of countermeasures
Applicable to all powered two-wheel vehicle crashes
Recommended to use sample sizes of at least 100 crashes per sample area per year
Include collection of concurrent exposure data
Specify a minimum level and type of academic qualification, motorcycle riding experience, and
special investigation team training
Able to provide and audit path between the raw data and the final results
Reproducible from team to team
Based on unbiased sampling, results, and interpretations
Useful for comparison between sample areas and countries
Based on a census of qualified motorcycle crashes meeting sampling criteria
Are from a sampling period covering 24 hours per day, 365 days per year
Require standardized, minimum statistical analysis
Result in final databases that have a common structure and format

The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) Common Methodology also
requires analysis of the population-at-risk to coincide with investigation of the crash population.
Large-scale data sources such as departments of motor vehicles can be surveyed and compared to the
population-at-risk identified through concurrent exposure data collection. However, exclusive reliance
on these data sources will not define the true population-at-risk.
The objectives for exposure data collection are to precisely define:
• Population-at-risk
• Traffic characteristics
• Land use characteristics
• Vehicle characteristics
• Historical perspectives
• Data requirements
• National representation
• Countermeasures applications
• International correlation
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Appendix D
Scope of Services Typically Provided for in Legislation Authorizing
Motorcycle Safety Programs
Most state legislation that creates motorcycle safety programs typically includes the administration
and implementation of programs or systems to facilitate:
A. Sponsor/site identification and preparation
B. Equipment acquisition, maintenance, and repair
C. Instructor and/or RiderCoachSM identification, training, and continuing education
D. Instructor-trainer and/or RiderCoachSM identification, training, and continuing education
E. Motorcycle operator training
F.

Course delivery

G. Program evaluation and quality assurance
H. Promotion and public information
I.

Additional requirements may include:
1. Provisions for mandatory training for riders younger than 16, 18, or 21
2. Formation of citizen and/or government advocacy committees to provide oversight
and a public forum to hear motorcyclists’ safety issues and concerns
3. Motorcycle operator licensing training and testing
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Appendix E
State Motorcycle Safety Program Assessments
The Motorcycle Safety Program Assessment is a technical assistance tool that the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) offers to states to allow management to review the motorcycle
safety program, note the program’s strengths and accomplishments, and note where improvements can
be made. The assessment can be used as a management tool for planning purposes and for making
decisions about how to best use available resources. The Motorcycle Safety Program Assessment process
provides an organized approach for meeting these objectives.
The Motorcycle Safety Program Assessment is a cooperative effort among NHTSA, the state motorcycle
program office, the state highway safety office, and other agencies or offices, such as the Department
of Motor Vehicles, Department of Public Safety, Department of Transportation, and/or Department of
Education, which contribute to the state’s motorcycle safety program efforts. The Motorcycle Safety
Program Assessment follows the format and procedures utilized by other highway safety and emergency
medical services program assessments.
The Motorcycle Safety Program Assessment is based on the recommendations in NHTSA’s Highway Safety
Guidelines and Program Advisories. Motorcycle Safety Program Guideline Number 3: Motorcycle Safety is
used as the basis against which each state program is assessed. The Motorcycle Safety Program
Assessment examines the following components of a comprehensive motorcycle safety program:
•

Program management including
a. Legislation, regulation, and policy
b. Evaluation and research

•

Motorcycle personal protective gear

•

Motorcycle operator licensing

•

Motorcycle rider education and training

•

Motorcycle operation under the influence of alcohol or other drugs

•

Motorcycle conspicuity and motorist awareness programs

•

Public information and education efforts
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Appendix F
Examples of Rider Education & Training Curricula
Basic training
1. Curricula designed for the beginning rider
2. Entry qualifications: minimum age to qualify for state’s motorcycle endorsement
3. Knowledge and skill testing
4. Licensing examinations waived for course graduates

Intermediate training
1. Curricula designed for rider with at least six months’ or 20,000 miles experience
2. Entry qualifications: possess motorcycle permit
3. Skill testing
4. Licensing skills test waived for course graduates

Experienced rider training
1. Curricula designed for rider with at least three years of experience and 10,000 miles
2. Entry qualifications: possess motorcycle endorsement
3. Skill and knowledge testing optional
4. License examinations not waived

Optional special needs training
1. Passenger
2. On-street
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Appendix G
State Operator Licensing Requirements
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State Operator Licensing Requirements

Appendix H
Elements of a Typical Graduated License System for Motorcyclists
Stage 1 - Learner’s permit
General applicants who satisfy application prerequisites are screened for vision and tested on rules of
the road and subjects specific to motorcycling. Upon successful completion of the tests, applicants are
granted a learner’s permit authorizing restricted, on-street riding privileges.
Conditions of permit include:
a. 90-day permit period
b. Supervision by older rider/driver
c. Parental participation
d. No passengers
e. Mandatory helmet and eye protection use
f. Zero BAC tolerance
g. High-visibility clothing
h. No interstate-highway riding
i. Daylight hours only

Stage 2 - Intermediate, provisional or restricted license
General applicants who have satisfied application requirements are given a motorcycle knowledge and
performance test. Applicants may take the test as many as three times. Where required, proof of rider
education must be presented before taking the test a second time. Upon successful completion of
testing, applicants are granted an intermediate license.
License conditions include:
a. Restricted hours
b. No passengers
c. Mandatory helmet and protective clothing
d. Zero tolerance BAC for riders under 21
e. License revocation for alcohol-related offense
f. Parental participation for riders under age 18
g. Special limitation of speed or road types (freeways, etc.)
h. Early intervention for violations or at-fault crashes

Stage 3 - Full or unrestricted license
General applicants who successfully complete the intermediate license stage and meet any minimum
age (and/or time) requirements are given a second-level knowledge and on-road driving skills test.
Upon successful completion of the test, applicants are granted a full unrestricted license. If it is not
feasible to have second-level knowledge and on-highway driving skill tests because of the costs, jurisdictions should require a clean driving record as a condition for obtaining a full or unrestricted license.
License conditions include:
a. Successfully complete intermediate license stage
b. Meet any minimum age requirement
c. Successfully complete advanced rider education
d. Pass on-highway skills test
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Appendix I
State Motorcycle Equipment Requirements
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Appendix J
State Insurance Requirements
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